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THE WEEKLY. 
After this issue the WE~KLY takes its H oliday vacation of two 
weeks; so look for no paper till Jan. 8, [880. A Merry Christ-
. mas ' and a Happy New Year to all our reader;! We hope to 
hav~ a thousand more when next we ope our mouth. 
HtJrp~r's Weekly for' 1880, thirteen numbers of Harper's 
Young People, il,nd THE EDUCAT IO NAL WEEKLY for 1880 will be 
sent to any one sending us $5.25; or, H arper's Young People, 
Harper's Weekly, and THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY will be sent 
for 1880, for $6.10. See' prospectus ot.J-Itlrper' s Week~v in adver-
tising columns: 
The International Society for Investigating and Promoting 
Ihe Science of Teaching is now fully organized, and numbered 
, . among its members are some of the leading educators of Cana-
da and the United States. The executiv~ committee have nearly 
completed their arrangemen.ts for the nc;xt meeting, \vhich is to 
be held in. August, 1880. The purposes of , this society are fully 
eXllla'ined i~ its name, and all teachers who realize the respon-
sibility pf the profession they have chosen must note with deep 
interest the discussions of this association. 'The obj~ct of the 
society is, to bring to bear directly upon the science of teach-
ing the profoundest ' thoughts of the ablest educators of Amer-
ica. 
The Board of Education of Quincy, Ill., like a number of other 
boa'rds, has}h~ following rule: 
_ -' "No pupil' of African de~cent ~hall be permitted 'to attend any 
of the public schbo~s of thiS .city other th,an' the colored school~, 
provided that nothmg herem shall be construed to exclude any 
colored pupil properly qualified from admission _ to the High 
School." . 
The colored people of that city brought suit against the .school 
. Loard to compel them' to admit colored pupils to all the schools 
of the city on the same terms and conditions as white pupils, 
This 'case,' being the first of the kind ever tried in the courts ' of 
Illinois, has been watc;:hed with gre~t interest. Eminent counsel 
were employed, ex-Gov. Palmer, representing the colored people. 
The Court decided for the' defense. ' . ' . 
Carlyle has at last solved the problem of the ages by declaring 
that man is a "two-pronged radish." This being true, the teach-
·e r is essentially a horticulturist whose chief duty it is to take 
the little radishes and keep them well weeded and watered until 
they develop into large plants and are ready for the market. In 
regard to the cultivation of radishes an agricultural journal 
makes the following suggestions. Let all teachers study them 
carefully: 
Know what kind of radish seed you are using. 
2 . Have your ground well prepared, svade several times. 
3. Do not plant too early or your radishes will grow ~lowly . . 
4. Brush the tops often and see that there are no lOsects 10 
them . 
5. Keep the ground mellow and rich around the roots. 
6. Pull every six weeks or the radishes _will become tough. 
An important element of the "Quincy Plan," about which 
Charles 'Francis Adams has made such ado, is the selection Of 
one man thoroughly posted in the Science of pedagogics, and al-
lowing him to manage and control the schools as he thinks best. 
He is permitted to form his own plans, execute them, and do 
what his judgment approves, untrammeled by the advice or di-
rection of others. If this part of the "Quincy Plan" could be 
introduced into all schools, what a happy lot of school superin-
tendents there would be! No man can accomplish a great worK ' 
unless he is absolute.l y free to act as his own judgment directs'. 
Grant could never succeed until he had command of all the Fed-
eral forces. Napoleon would have been a failure as an inferior 
officer. Had Wellington been compelled to follow his advisors, 
the laurels of Waterloo would never have been his. The School 
Superintendent who is worthy of the positio; he occupies should 
be left free fo do his work in his own way. Such is not the case 
in most of our western schools. The board of education, the 
committee of school examiners, the committee on supplies, fhe 
egotists of the new.ipapers, and others are constant.ly cro:wding 
upon him advice which he is compelled to adopt or lose the ad~ -
visors' support . . Let us' have reform in this regard. Let the 
man who is Superintendent be a pope during his term of office; , 
and bttter. results will be attained. . 
The editor ~f Bar/ d Edu ~atjonal Monthly knows something 
of schools and methods of teaching. His el'perience in the, 
schools of the West as well as in the Empire State will not per- ' 
mit him, like the editors of certain other educational journal~, 
arid one or more. metropJlitan dailies and \veeklies, to gaze ,on 
the soaring Quincy bubble ' without giving it a puncture, even 
',thoag~ it be on the side to the windward. It may be excusable 
for an editor as ignorant of the actual school-room work of to-
day as he who does the penciling for the New Y~rk Tribune to 
hail this conversion of the Quincyites to modern school methods 
as·the "startmg point in the reorganization. of the deplorable 
American system," and announce that "the sooner a s~milar rev-
olution takes place in every town and city the better j" but let 
these belated New England committee-men and New Xork edi- ' 
tors look into the schools of the leading western cities and they 
will be astonished to learn that what' they have but just adopted 
in the enttrprisi~g town of Quincy has been practiced with grat-
ifying success out this way for ten years or more. ~But let the, 
live editor referred to above tell it in his way: 
. \ 
"Are' the committ"ee·men 9f Q~incy aware that there are eight large State" 
Normal School; in New York, and scores of towns and citie. all over our 
llmd, where the improved and modern methods of education are taught? 
There are hundreds of superintendents like Hancock of Dayton, Rickoff of 
Cleveland, and Harris of St. L,ui., and 'hundred. of principals like Bolt-
wood of Ottawa, and White of Peoria, who have studied most thoroughly 
bJth European and American methods and systems, and at whose feet many 
committee-men could with profit sit." 
Again, in noticing the Three Papers by Mr. C. F. Adams, Jr., 
he-says: 
"rt shows how m~ch behind the ed~cational world Q~incy, Mass., has 
been, and how nearly she has caught up. It would be useless to state the 
f~c:t that all that is valuable in Q~incy m,thod, has been old, in a score of 
cities and towns; for ten year. p~.t, for our Puritan friend; would not believe . 
it. N everthele;; the fact remain; the same." 
'1;:liere are many evils and embarrassments existing in our sys-
tem of public education, which it is very difficult to obviate. 
They are recognized and acknowledged by all who give thought 
and investigation to the subject, yet they remain in spite of gen-
eral disapproval. In a strict sense we cannot be said to have 
any system of public education. There is a kind of uniformity 
without system. There is a patternin~ after each other by the 
different large cities, though each is entirely independent and 
complete in its own educational matters. There is no communi-
ty beyond that created by selfish interest. Municipal pride keeps 
the schools of one city up to the same standard maintamed in 
another city. The superintendent is ' expected to make periodi-
cal pilgrimages to the rival cities and re,turn with his note-book 
full of ne~ features which must be adopted at once in his 
_ schools. In Boston they do so and so and therefore we must do 
. it ill Chicago. ' St. Louis schools are graded after a certain no-
tion of Supt. Harris, whom everybody concedes to be a wise man, 
and therefdre a score or a hundred smaller cities must follow suit. 
And so there comes -to . be a similarity between the schools of 
different parts of the country, though system there is none. This 
spirit of rivalry or emulation has wrought many evils. There 
are ,the evils of grading-too much grading, etc.-the eVils of ex-
aminatio?s, the evils of uncertainty of tenure in gffice, the evils 
o~ discrepancies in ~alaries, the evils of too high' studit:!s in the 
··common school, t~e evils of rlefective supervi~ion, and many 
others j-how shall these evils be remedied? Why ,can there not 
_ b~ some system? "Why may not some machinery be put to-
gether by which some of these things may be controll~d?, Why 
~ot ,nave certain fundamental principles agreed upon, by which 
a~l may be governed, and so avoid the very things which npw 
nearly all" schools are suffering from but cannot escape? 
If the proposed Educational Congress can and WIll grapple with 
. tli~ questions iIi a practical way, it will accomplish some good" 
but if it meets only to-meet, and perhaps to indulge its repre-
sentatives in ventilating their views, without taking any declsive 
ste;:ps whose influence will be felt, then its adjournment had' bet-
ter be till the ,e$lrliest possible date whe'n it can grapple with 
these .questions-understandingly and take some steps toward their 
solutiqn. 
; . , : Ali English writer has been discoursing in a Lpndon paper on 
'. the evils attending the-present system of frequent examinations 
, ' 'and the '"'forcing" and "cramming" 'processes to which exami-
- . nees are subjected. He says : 
>- .. ';Everything 'about our p~esent system is bad. The young learn 
too' mu~li ana t~o. fast .. The fresh young. life is blighted by th e 
~ press~re put of It at l!- t,lme when Nature IS still l>UiY' in deyelop -: 
.ing the. tissues, (eeding the du~ts" . ,!-nd building up the frame. 
EducatIOn must, of course, begin m youth; but the beginning _ 
sholild be slow, pleasant, considerately phmned, and advisedly 
con~u.cted, so tha.t knowledge may be acquired and · the menta I 
qualmes educed with ~he least possible sacrifice of health." . 
It is noticeable that after the teachers themselves have discov· 
ered abuses and defects in their methods and practices, and have 
thoroughly discussed them in their associations, and have enter-
ed upon a pretty general reform, then the "laity· .. begin to note ' 
the reform and commend it; and now and then one more back· 
ward than the rest in detecting the pFOgress of practical peda. 
gogy, and more forward in trumpeting his views (~iews which he 
has observed the wisest teachers approve), comes forward and 
dogmatical\y states his opinions as though they were his, and had 
not been thoroughly · discussed and adopted by the best teach-
ers long before. So the Quincy men seem to have found out 
what has been well agreed upon by the progressive ones; and all 
at once we are startled by an announcement that certain new 
and important steps have been taken by the enterprising commit-
tee men of Quincy, and the whole country is called upon (by the 
great N. Y. Tribune) to investigate and adopt "the Quincy meth-
ods ... 
S() after the abuse of examinations has become a threadbare 
subject among those who examine mos~, and after a good.deal of 
public denunciation of examinations as .they are sometimes con-
ducted, public sentiment begins t~ be aroused and that same lay-
men's cry is heard against teachers and superintendents for tol-
erating such abuse of what was designed to be a means of good. ',-
The Quincy method is a good thing, and all who understand ·, 
it heartily approve it, but it is nothing :new, at least to the ~d· 
vance guard among educators. And cramming is a bad thing 
(generally) but it is rather late now to · apply for a patent on 'the 
notiv,n . . From the way it is denounced now and then one w.ould 
think either that it is defended by a respectable n,umber' of sen-
sible examiners, or that it is an evil which but few have detected. 
It is easy enough to cry "stop thief !" when a dozen men are in 
full chase after said culprit, but it is a far different thing to start 
the fellow in the first place. 
OVERDOING IT. 
DR. ~EARD, in the last nu~ber of the North 4merican Re- . VieW, makes some starthng statements concer-ning, the . 
growth of peculi,ar ' nervous diseases in thjs country and the 
spreading of the same from American contagion even,in Eiirope. " 
:rhe extremes of climate.in most parts of the United States the 
vast possibilities of the country, the feverish .hunt for wealth', and 
the freq~ent,. not to .s~y inevitable reverses, all conspire to pro-
duce a mqrbld conditIOn of the brain and nervous system, which 
. finally betrays itself in the ill-h~alth of bQth bOdyand.mind. 
This matter of extremes of climilte is one' tliat is not duly con-
sidered by physicians themselves, accustomed to the alternate 
rigors and debilitating influences of a climate where the meetin~ 
of extremes is the most familiar phenomenon of nature. Red, 
hot iron can -not be plunged into .water without a structural' ' 
change in its fiber; and yet people fancy that th~ gre~t ext~emes . 
of he~t and cold, the sweltering spells, and · "northers;" tl(e l)-l- ', 
tern at ions of ·rocketing and diving of the mercury, can b'e·, en-
dured 'without a functional and structural change in the physical 
constitution. 
", In the. British Isles the equable climate produces 'a conserva-
.tion of vital Jorce that'is not duly appreciated t;lther ther.e or in 
'. 
· " 
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America. A regular building up of physical strength . goes on 
quietly, whose very extent is hidden l?y.its own chee~ful, ~elf. 
contained immobility. More work can be done there· on aglv~n 
quantity or quality of food, than in this country . . 
Dr. Beard relates the immense quantity of liquor consu:med by 
clergymen of the last generation, 'without apparent injurious ef-
fects. In an equable climate and a tranquil state of 'mind, the 
effects of stimulants are not so terrible as in theyariable temper-
ature and feverish tumult of business and politics prevailing in 
the United States. In the latter case the tendency to the brain 
is aggravated and overpowering;' and, as in a conflagration ~he 
verv elements of checking it become elements of destructive 
pro'pagation, so a state of nervous excitation is produce~ to whose 
maintenance in the individual and in the race otherWise harm-
less forces contribute. 
An amusing illustration of the greater concentration and ac· 
cumulation of vital force, an example ot the 'greater intensity of 
physical life in the old ' countries, is the for~idable character of 
the males of the domestic animals. A European gander or turkey-
cock is a more dangerous customer than a common-bred bul~ in 
the United States; and a British ram can justly be accused of 
anything but sheepishness i compared with his transatlantic cousin 
he is, indeed, a character. 
The restlessness, energy, activity, and even the wonderful 
elasticity of the A~erican character is, to a certain extent, a 
state of disease. The drain upon the nervous system is too 
great. The' seeds of nervous disease are sown in the children, 
and their precocity is frequently an evidence of it. 
Now for 'the pedagogical 'application. Instead of accepting 
this situation and treating pupils accordingly, what do our edu-
cational leaders do ? They urge greater zeal on the part "f the 
teacher, greater enthusiasm in his work; which simply means 
more goading of the already over-goaded child. Feverish prep-
aration for a feverish, breathless examination is the order of the 
day. What children can do in Germany is held up as,an ince::-
tive to what they should do in America. Educators will cry 
Mens 'sana ill corpore sano, and immediately fO ~'mulate a graded 
course whose fulfillmb t would be sufficient to des'roy both body 
and mind . "Results, we want," they cry, and the results are 
chalked out. To achieve such results the grade teacher sets to 
work. Pas;:ing grade is the end; children are the means; and' 
' ''cram'' is the word of command. To compass this end the , 
teacher works as deliberately regardless of the present or fliture 
welfare of the children, and as coolly, as Napoleon would calcu-
late on tlle sacrifice of te n thousand men to accomplish a strate· 
gic maneuver. 
American children .are all more or less nervous nd should in 
many cases be restrained instead of being urged in their studies. 
The hours of school are generally too long. The attendance is 
~generaliy too good. The order in the school·room is generally 
too strict, and the exercise on the play-ground correspondingly 
violent. All these conditions are inimical to bodily and mental 
health and growth . . In assigning tasks, and especially in accept-
ing t'Qe results of them, the teacher should have in his mind 
three grades of pupils-a ·health grade, a . capacity grade, and a 
grade of proficiency. Stolid children may be urged i nervous 
and excitable chil.dren should be restrained in their efforts. In-
'stead of this the bright, nervous children are urged along at a 
break·neck speed, and the ones of duller wits or slower develop-
ment discouraged with reflection and fault· finding. 
" The race for results, like an English steeplechase or hare-hunt, 
calls forth a great deal of effort at the expense of healthful grow~h 
~nd for .very small' game. This is not education; . nor even in-
telligent teaching . . The urging 01 the mind up the hill of science -
is a very laudable pursuit, but both in the quantity of matter to 
be acquired and in the energy of the acquirement, there is dan-
ger of overdoing it. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW nOOKS RECEIVED • • 
D~rry's Hislory 0/ I"~ U"i/~d Slalts, By Joseph T. Derry. Philadelphia: J. 
B. Lippincott & Co. . 
This is a handsome well· bound volume of 367 pp., clear~y 
printed on smooth, heavy paper. Its text is clean and its page 
uniform, with questions at the bottom and no discttrsive, dis. 
tracting, distressing foot ·notes, such as those in which some au· 
thors of U. S. History attempt to show their learning, or their 
knowledge of historical gossip, and in which they usually suc· 
ceed in displaying their folly. 
The work indicates a return to some degree of fullness in the 
treatment of the history of our country; it is concise bilt is not 
constrainedly brief, condensed, or desiccated. The work is weJ.\ 
illustrated, the portraits of the more recent personages being 
such as would 'give them no excuse to prosecute the publishers 
for libeL In the narrative the sceptical method is not followed, 
the author leaving undisturbed some of our cherished illusions. 
Written by a .southern man, the spirit o.f the work is not so,anti· 
confederate as the average school history published north of 
Mason & Dixon's line. The rebellion is called the "War among 
the States. " This title gives the key-note of the work; but it 
is by no means so pro-southern as A. H. Stephens' histo,ry for 
schools, and indeed it would be well lor a change to give our 
northern sc~ools a touch of its spirit or at least to place it on ' 
the teacher's rlesk so that the tale may be at times fairly and tem-
perately told. The size of the work is a good indication-of the 
attention given to history in the region tributary to Philadelphia j 
and with the exception of a topical review of the .several .sec: 
tions, there are no pedagogical tricks introduced. 
The whole is a plain narrative in easy, smooth, and not over, 
eloquent style. The language is such as will engage the atten-
tion of the student without trying his mind to comprehend its 
meaning or firing his imagination with striking periods or glaring , 
pictures. 
CommoIJ Mind Tr",,6/u. By J. Mortimer Granville. Salem: S. E. ~ino, 
Publisher, Naturalists' Agency. . 
This little book contains eight valuable essays on what the au· 
thor has called Common Mind Troubles. They are based upon 
the supposition that a person afflicted by any failure of the mind 
to act in its normal capacity, is at first conscious of the em .. 
barrassment, and the essays are written as a sort of prescription, 
or mental tonic, which will assist in the recovery of the lost 
power. 
The author's opinions upon the subjects presented are exceed-
ingly sensible, and his arguments convincing. His words in· 
!lpire one to "Iliakean effort" as Mr .. Dombey's sister would say, 
and arouse the faculties that are partially inactive. There are 
few of us that have not at least our '~failings," and the book can 
hardly fail to be read with profit by anyone. 
It is of convenient size, neatly bound, and the print is clear 
and does not fatigue the eye. It is essentiallyap every day book, 
and we should be glad to see it on every ~itting.room table, for 
the general use of the family . 
'-
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Milton's Paradise Losl. Books I. and .II. With Introduction, Notes, and 
Diagrams. By Homer B. Sprague, M. A., Ph. D. Boston:' Ginn & Heath. 
1879. 
Milton's Lycidas. Edited with Notes by the same Author. Boston: Gmn & 
Heath. 
The above are bound in one volume. The Paradise Lost is 
distinguished for its comprehending the results of latest investi-
gation and discussion, for its full and scholarly notes, and for its 
original diagrams, which are designed to illustrate Milton's cos-
·mography. 
As an Introduction. the editor presents the critical comments 
of Masson, Hines, the Quarterly Rroinu, DeQuincey, and Low-
ell. These are followed by "Suggestions to Teachers," and Mil-
ton's Preface on the Verse with explanatory notes. 
The second poem is introduced by the comments of Morley, 
R. C. Browne, a Chronology of Incidents, etc., in the life of 
Milton, and Various Readings in Lycidas. 
The Notes throughout are very full, and yet not too f\lll. They 
, are suggestive and inspiring to the thorough teacher. It may 
safely be assumed that any work published by Ginn and Heath 
is first-class in every respect. Only the best scholars are their 
authors, and hence the best scholars are sure to use their publi-
cations. 
Tla Apostolic Fat/un and Th, Apologists o/th, Second Cmtury By Rev. 
Geo. A. Jackson. Edited by Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, D. D. New York: D. 
Appleton & Co. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. Price 60 cents. 
This work deals with patristic study 'in the light of die Chris-
tian schola~hip of .to-day. It brings to our view the lives and 
worksof Clement the Roman, Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of 
Smyrna, of Barnabas the Cyprian, also of Hermas and Papias, 
'who are frequently added to the list of "The Fathers"" 
Passing from these to the second century, the author discusses 
"The Apologists." The history and etymology of that word 
"4-pologists" is, in this connection, well worth study. 
'. The style of this work is good. The author's sentences are 
short and to the point, and the extracts .from the writings of the 
~arly up-builders of the Christian church are well adapted to give 
to· the teacher or the general reader a fair idea of the influence 
of these works upon the first two or three centuries of the Chris-
tian era. 
S;einrand T1tinl<ing. By the late William Kinltdnn Clifford, F. R. S.,Prof. 
of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics in U:niver.ity College, London, 
and Sometime Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. London: Ma¢· 
- .millan & Co. ' Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. Price 'I. 
These lectures were delivered by Prof. Clifford at Shoreditch, . 
England. The lectures are: The Eye and Ihe Brain, The Eye 
. . and Seeiug, The Brain and Thin{llng, Of Bounda,ies in General. 
, The first three lectures are upon physiological subjects, the 
fourth d~als more with topics in natural philoSQphy or physics. 
Although not intended as a text-book, this work is a very good 
one for the teacher to have as a mggestor. In this work physiol-
ogy is treated cts more than a mechanical study and some valua-
ble hints may be obfained from it upon the introduction of soul 
into the dry bones of physiological class work. 
First Prindples 0/ Hous,"old Managtment and Coo/ury. Ky Maria Parloa. 
• Boston: Houghton, O.good & Co. Chicago: Jansen McClurg & Co. Price 
-75 cents. • 
. Miss Padoa has become so well known throughout the country 
by means of her cooking claSses that her name alone is sufficient 
to attract attraction t6 a book of this kind. We contess that we 
took .it up, however, feeling that it could not be greatly unlike 
p.ther' books of cookery for the use of classes; but we were pleas-
;andy' surprised to find it contained many new suggestions" terse-
t - . 
Iy stated. It is really a book greatly to be desired, especi~lly by 
young cooks. Its suggestions about the general arrangement of 
"Housework" are the most practical of any 'we have ever seen 
in any book. The recipes are all, with a single exception, clear: 
Iy expressed and about what the aver~ge American family needs 
for home use. The book closes with some general remarks . on 
the necessity of wholesome food, saying it should be a matter of 
conscience with the house-keeper to provide food that will be 
healthful mentally, morally, and physically. 
Miss Parloa is certainly entitled to a prominent place among 
educators, for a knowledge ot the best means of supporting life 
will contribute much to the future well-being of the race. 
. 1/14 Younger Edda : also called Snorr,'s Edda or Tht Prou Edda. An 
English version of Toe Foreword; The Fooling of Gylfe; The After. 
word; Brage's Talk; The Afterword to Brage's Talk, and the important 
passages in the poetical dictIOn. With an Introduction, Notes, Vocabulary, 
and Index. By Rasmus B. Anderson, Professor of the Scandinavian Ian · 
guage in the Univer>ity of Wisconsin. Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co. Lon-
don: TrUhner & Co. Price $2 .00. 
The Prose Edda is the name given to the works of Snorre 
Sturleson and some minor writt:rs upon early Scandinavian my-
thology, who wrote in the early part of the thirteenth century. 
There are three existing manuscript copies of The Prose Edda, 
one in the Royal Library at Copenhagen, one in the University 
library of that city, and one in the Upsala' University library. 
This work of Prof. Anderson is probably the fullest translation 
extant. The Elder Edda contains the writings of the early 
Scandinavian poets, and this Prose Edda is the manual by the aid 
of which The Elder Edda may be studied and appreciated. The 
Younger Edda is to the ancient Teutonic religions what the New 
Testament is to the Christian Church. explaining and vivifying 
what has gone before. The origin of the name is involved i'n 
some obscurity. 'It has been suggested that it may be a form Of 
the name Odde, who was supposed to be the compiler of the 
Elder Edda. Others derive the word from a word meaning soul, 
which in their poetical usage is, also, poetry. It is connected 
by others with the Sanscrit Veda. But Prof. Anderson seems to 
prefer the meaning in which the word is used in The Elder Edda, 
whe~e it means great-grandmother. He admires the poetical idea 
that the great ancestress of the race may. through these works, 
teach to her descendants the old sacred traditions. 
Through them all runs the same thread of tr.uth upon wnich 
the Indian legends, the Gr~ek and Latin myths and the .apo-
logues of the Bible are hung. We quote : 
"In the beginning, belore the heaven and the earth and the 
sea were created, the great abyss Ginungagap was without form 
and void, and the spirit of Fimbultyr moved upon the face of 
the deep, until the .ice cold rivers, the Elivogs, flowing from 
Niflheim" came in contact with the dazzling .flames from Muspel-
heim . . This was before Chaos." 
The Asa-faith is very pure. Some of the legends are quite sug-. 
gestive. 
One is of Idun who dwelt in Asgard and possessed the apples 
of life. Those who partook of them could never know death. 
She was abducted by the gianfThjasse, and for many years the ' 
asas knew 1I0t where Idun had gone. At last Loke, the asa by 
whose fault Idun and her apples had been unpro~ected from the 
.giant, succeeded in rescuing her from her long durance. Thjasse 
pursued and overtook him and a ter!'ible battle between fhe asas 
and this wicked giant ensued. The gods were successful and 
Idun and the rejuvenating app1!s were restored unto Asgard, 
The' Greek and Roman mythologies are taught in all of oqr 
high schools in connection w.ith the study of ancient history. It 
- - , 
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would be only fair for teacher~ to give to students some glimpses 
of this rich Northern lore. When we rem'ember that Tyr and 
Odin, Thor and Freyja are named in our daily talk of Tuesdays 
and Wednesdays, of Thursdays and Fridays, it seems fit that we 
should give some study to the literature from which we pave 
drawn so many of our common English words, and this book 
affords an excellent opportunity for such study. 
Prof. Anderson's translation is fine. He uses good, Saxon 
English_ Though his translations of the poetical parts are a tri-
fle too literal, a little lacking in that poetic beauty with which 
Longfellow imbues his Norse translations, the vigor and com-
pleteness of the work rank it among the most valuable reposito-
ries of Scandinavian literature. The print is clear, and the 
chapters are short, a feature certainly worth notice, because of 
its infrequency in books of this style. The book is dedicated 
to Prof. Boyeson, of Cornell University. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
-Among recent books published by Henry Holt & Co. are the following: 
"England," by T. S. Escott; "The Child's Catechism of. Common Things," 
and "Probation." a novel by the author of "The First Violin." 
-Victor Hug~ not long since .told Prof. B'>yesen that he'had ne~er even 
heard of a" American named Ralph Waldo Emerson . • It is supposed that this 
statement will at once make the great French writer extremely unpopular in 
Boston. 
-R. Worthington is the publisher of Theodore Tilton's latest work, entitled 
" Tbou and I ; a Lyric of Human Life, and other Poems." The book is sure 
to attract attention, and, with the exception of a few poems, contains nothing 
with which the public is familiar . 
. -The Art Am4teur is a magazine recently started hi New York bot which 
has none of tbe deficiencies or crudities of youth. It is ·welI edited and ful 
of informati<!n on art matters. As tbe title would imply, it is especial IV in-
tended to aid beginner> in the various forms of art decoration. 
-The current number of L ippintol/' s Maga. int has an interesti ng article 
. on the treatment of the insane,under the title of "The City of the Simple." The 
subject is one of immedIate and ruling importance, for the writer says that the 
ratio of increase of populatkn in this counby is but one and a haIf per cent 
per annum while that of the insane is three per cent. 
-A. D. F. Randolph & Co. have published "Home Life in Song," a col. 
lection of the waifs of new' paper and magazine literature made hy the head of 
the firm. The book is an interesting one, and is an apt illustration of the 
amount of good reading which may be found in tbe odd corners of news.· 
papers. 
-Houghton, Osgood &'Co. are congratulating themselves 011 the succelS of 
tbe novel, "An Earnest Trifler." The book is the first story of a youthful 
writer, the daughter of an Obio lawyer, arid in respect to its being a tirst ven-
ture and a very successful one, recalls the experience of the well· known story, 
"One Summer." 
. -A. C. Armstrong & Son bave now ready Rev . Dr. W. M. Taylor's book of 
Serml'ns entitled ' 'Tbe Limitations of Life." Some recent developments have 
made all sermon writer; fearful of the charge of plagiarism, but the. reputation 
of the author of this volume is such that the most painstaking delver will 
probabl; be unable to detec·: any signs of meddling with the thoughts of 
others. 
_ ." A. Fool's Errand" by One of the Fools is a recent novel marked by great 
originah,y and powe~. It is a description of Southern life in these latter days 
and is not received witb entire satisfaction by the Southern press. One pa. 
per expresses the opinion that it is likely to do all much harm to the world as 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." At all events, whether calculated to do harm or 
good, it certainly seems to be widely read. . 
-Houghton, O. good & Co. have been puhlishing at intervals for some time 
past, various issues of the Artist Biography Series until now there are fifteen 
out. They have recently gathered them together and published th~m in five 
volumes, each containin& the biography of three {amous artists. Mr. Sweetser, 
the author of th" narratives, has given a very entertaining and readable ac-
connt of his heroes and has added what must prove'a very desirahle feature to 
art s\udents in a list of all known pictures and their present location. A large 
number of heliotypes add beauty and interest to the volumes. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
(Compiled from the Publishen' Weekly.) 
AIW.7' iJDDk tuJ"ua ,'" tit" list ",41lJl 6lJtaiut/ by /tJrwartii"r llu ;riet ttl lJu I'dlizMrI 
tifTH. EOUCt\TlONAL WEaKLY. /" Drtl,ri"r, pl,a.u me" titlntll, inN,i" tvltieh tAl "."" 
'Ii llu h •• k applII.rld. 
ANDREWS, E . A., ed. A new Latin dictionary, (ounded on the lr. of Freund'. Latin 
German lexicon ; rev. , cnl. . and in agreu part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis and C. 
Short. N . Y'9 Harper, 1879. 14-2019 p . 4to . (Harper s Latin dictionary). bds. t tB 50 ; 
shp., Iq.so : hr. leather. 810.50 : Russ. , 112.50. 
A tr. of Dr. 'V. Freund's Latin-German lexicon, ed. by the late E . A. 'Andrews, 'LL. D ., 
was fint published in 1850, and has been a standud work in colleges ever .ince: the pres· 
ent reconstruction of the work was undertaken, to meet the ~t advances in l ciencel. The 
~h!\!)I:k ~~ ~h: ~~rk:fk ~r :~~~'. S~°ri~t~; ia?~(e~ ~;~~~. !ith ~~~~Wo~t~::dd~lri~tiv~ 
in (ull-faced letters . 
BROOKES, C. Bankes. Popular guide to the terms of art and l cieace. Phil .. 7 : B . Li;-
pinclltt & CII., 1879. 327 p. lZ mo. cI ., 81. 
GIVes under the por,ular names of the various sciences and a rts (alpha'?etically arranged) 
the 5cientificnomenc ature, and also all the important terml connected With , whether popu. 
lar or technical. or relatint; to orig in, growth history, etc. Object of work is to enable a 
non-professional or non,sclentific penon to find the technical tenns used in the arts and lci. 
ences by merel), knowing the popular words relating thereto, and to translate into popular 
language techmcal terms which he may meet with but not undentand. Index. 
WILSON, W. D., D.D. Lectures on the p5ychology of thought aud action, comparative 
and human. 2ded. , rev., enl. and rearranged. Ithaca, N. Y., A,ulru.t6* Cnure", 1880 
[t879). 3-392 p. t. mo. cl.. So. . 
13 lectures on : The nervous system ; Sensation; \onsclousness ; Senle percc?,tion; False . 
perception and imagination ; Insight and reasoning-: The nature and origin of Ideas ; Mem. 
ory and recollection: Instinct and yolition: The active emotionl ; R ational lentiments: 
Voluntary action ; Nature and reality o( mind. 
GRANVILLE, J. Mortimer. The.ecretof a clear head. Solem. S. E . Ca"i"" (Natural 
ists· Agency). '879. S·lCn p. 16 mo. cl., SO c. 
8 papers on : Temperature; Habit ; T ime : Pleasure ; Self·importance ; Consistency; 
Simplicity: The secret of a clear head. Forming the complement of a num.ber of papen 
published a short time ago, under the title of "Common mind troubles." They are desip_ 
ed to help the weak and worried to avoid the peril of mind disease. 
WORK FOR FRIDA Y AFTERNOONS. 
WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH A TWELVE DOLLAR MICROSCOPX:-II. 
PROF. S. CALVIN, Iowa University. 
POR our first exp~riment this week it will be ::n advantage if we can set asIde our twelve-dollar microscope for a few 
minutes and procure access to one having a power of about 400 
diameters. With the tip of your pen-knife take a very small quan~ 
tity of some insoluble, finely divided powder, such as dry gam-
boge, mix it thoroughly on a slide with a drop of water and -
cover with a thin cover glass. Thin covers may be obtained 
from any optician and are an absolute necessity when using the 
medium or higher powers of the microscope. Any of the mix-
ture extending beyond the· edges of the cover may be removed 
with a bit of blottmg paper. Now focus carefully and observe 
the minute currents sweeping the particles of gamboge in one or 
more directions. I call y,our attention to these currents because 
you are sure to see them anyway, but they are of no earthly im-
portance. Notice accurately the movements they produce and 
then disregard them altogether. Eliminating the effect of cur-
rents you are prepared to see other movements. The little rest-
less particles suspended in the water all seem seized with a 
curious impulse to spin and dance. They perch and crowd and 
jostle each other and seem to change from · place·. to place as if 
endowed with life. It is not until we have watched them some. 
time that the movements are resolved into simple oscillations. It 
is needless to say that vitality is in no way accountable for these 
motions.; . we were particular. to select for the experiment an in- , 
organic thing. The motions are purely physical and have at: 
tained celebrity among observers under the name of BrGWnjan 
m()1Jemenfs. Familiaritv with Brownian motion is essential to a 
correct interpretation of many phenomena that will demand' at-
tention in the study of organic things. Tiny granules liberated 
from the cells of plants, and fatty matter or other substance, in a 
state of minute subdivision, in the blood or tissue of animals, as 
often foqnd dancing about under our lenses and suggesting the 
. . 
presence of countless hordes of parasitic organisms, are only 
Brownian particles agitated by a .mere physical impulse. 
- Take a drop of milk, dilute and 'mix thoroughly with about 
twice as much water, then mount and examine with a power of 
tqI:ee or, four hundred, and you have, among the smaller globules, 
a beautiful exhibition of organic particles engaged in the 
"~rbwnian dance." The use uf the higher power is desirable 
'only for the first observations; with a little experience we should 
. see Brownian movements with the smaller mstruments. 
We have all, doubtless, entertained the belief sometime, that 
one of the fundamental distinctions among the kingdoms of Na-
ture is expressed by the two words, animals move. We are now 
ready, I hope, to record, as a fact fraught with important bear-
,ings on such crude biological distinction<, that there are move-
,.. .ments going on continually among 'all sorts of microscopic par-
,.. ticles with whi!::h neither animals nor plants, as such, have any-
thing-to do. Hav.ing fairly mastered the full significance of that 
~ fact let us have recourse once more to pond life. Either in the 
, .': ponds thems~lves or in the bottles and tanks that contain our 
'last week's collections, there will be found very delicate, p'lle, 
'bt~sh-green filaments, generally finer than the threads of onr first 
' alga and yet resembling them' in some respects. The-chlorophyll 
·.is not so brilliant nor is it disposed in the same way, but each 
filament con~ists of'a linear, series of cells. This particular alga 
is known as Oscillatoria, and under , the microscope 'eac,h looped 
'and tangled thread is found to be going through the most agoniz-
'i!lg ~ontortions, slowly' straightenmg and bending-and twisting 
. 'and ~hifting itself, ,and seemingly failing with all its writhings 
'to find a position of ease or ('omfort. If the ' cluster of Oscilla-
foria:: be growing. rapidly there will be specimens of every length 
.from little club-like pieces or' only a few cells to long wavy fila-
mc:.~ts that expo~e only a Rortion, of th~ir length while winding 
back and forth ac!oss the microscopic field. And the shorter 
, - ,pieces rotate themsel:ves about any part as an axis, or glide back 
. and foz:th in the direction of their length with apparent delibera-
• tion and the utmost indifference as to which end goes foremost. 
< While,fixing these observations in the mind, please remember 
-thN Oscillatoria is a ,plant ; and 'now lay it aside while you ex-
amin,l-, so~e diatoms that must, ere this, have excited curiosity by 
.presenting themselves in the field .of your. instrument. ' Diatoms 
ar,e .beautifullittle plants, simpler, if an.ything, than an Oscilla-
toria::, for they consist essentially of a single cell. T'hey abound' 
-' in all ponds clinging to Alga:: and other submergen objects, or / 
, scattered freely over the bottom. Collections of 'ail kinds of 
.' material taken at random from all kinds of ponds are sure to con-
~ain more.orless of them. They have aiways been regarded with 
. much interest, 'by the. microscopist, oli. account of the graceful 
outlines of the crystal case which constitutes the cell wall"as well 
l!-c;' for the' extreme·delicacy 0'£ ~he lines' engraved upon its surface. 
- :the demand for instrUlllents that would resolve diatom markings 
~ has.had no small effect ,in stimulating , ,the production of more 
,and . more perfect lenses ,fot. the micrescope, .and when the ac-' 
~ . c~~nt of our indebtedness :or the p~ecision of that instrument i; 
finally m,ade up, we_,will .liave,to award 'a la;ge s~are of ,credit to 
, th~ indeScribably. minute and perfect ,and beautiful sht;lls of glass 
, : that specks of , -living protoplasm are ,continually ,eiaborating.,for 
- their 'own . defel)se, iq, the recesses of every 'creek and pqnd. 
Some of; our fresh-w.!lter diatoms are 'JDl!.Tked by stri.~ so delicate 
- ,a,nd clO$C that a hundt,ed tho\1sand qf the~ might · be ruled in 
. the space ' af an 'inc~, and i! test~ ' the 'pow.ers a(,many higher 
j>!'i,ce.4 rpicroscopeJ!; eYell:lw,hen1'llided ,b(the most skillfully man 
- - f 
aged light, individual lines: It will be n'o disap-
pointment, then, if our little microscope shows only the form of 
the diatom without the markings, but we will find just as much 
profit:in observing some other things that if will show. Diatoms, 
be it known, are none of your lazy, sedentary plants, but restless, 
roving fellows bent on seeing the world for themselves, and their 
interesting, gliding movements are fairly within the po-ivers of ou'r 
twelve-dollar instrument. One of the most common of diatoms 
has the shape of a very symmetrical little boat pointed at each 
end, and it is in recognition of this resemblance that it has been 
called Navicula. We may get scores of Navicula:: on the slide 
at once, and the gliding movements of these fairy boats, each di-
rected by the capric~ of its fairy boatman, the speck of living, 
structurless protoplasm within, present a scene comp'ared with 
which the maneuvering of no royal fleet could be more impres- ' 
sive. 
In some of the bottles of pond-water we are sure to find curious 
little spheres that go rolling 3 bout with a motion that is the very, 
perfection of gracefulness. The color is pale yellowish-green, 
and by holding the bottle up to the light they can be easily de-
tected and fished out with a dipping tube. Transfer, with a drop 
of water, to a slide having a cell or small 'cavity for holding 
liquids, leave uncovered and examine with microscope erect. 
If the cell is deep enough , use a thin cover and incline the in-
strument if more convenient. You have before you the VOlVOX, 
and it is not necessary to add that it is a microscopic object of 
, unusual interest and beauty. The sphere is perfectly transparent 
except that dots of greenish protoplasm stud the surface at more 
or less regular intervals. Watch its easy, graceful 'motion ~ it 
rolls over and over, moving back and forth, and changing 'the 
axis of revolution and the direction of motion to suit any whim 
. . ; ~ 
or respond .to any impulse. Observe what happens when It en- . 
counters some obstacle; how, wiser than some hot-headed ci'ea~ 
tures that boast a higher organization, .it gra~efully bows ~o the 
impossible and tries some other road. If two or more are \D the 
cell together you wiII see them taking 'pains to avoid each other 
when there is a possibility of a collision. When fairly stranded 
or progress stopped in any way, you. can see the water near the 
surface of the sphere strongly agitated and might infer the nature 
of the organs by which Volvox is p:opelIed, though our little in-
strument will hardly show them. When killed and stained with 
some staining fluid, and examined with a power of 'three or four 
hundred, the propelling organs become visible. Each ' little spot 
upon the surface is resolved into a pear-shaped mass of proto. 
,plasm embedded in the transparent substance of the sphere and , 
furnished with a, pair of hair-like lashes protruding beyond the 
' surface.' These lashes are called cilia and are the organs of lo-
comotion, not' only in Voll/ox, but in thousands of the lower 
forms, both of animals and plants. , In no grade of, organizat,ion, 
indeed, do we rise beyond some dependence on ciliary action, for 
even in the highest mammals, Ciliated cells perfotn:J. essential ser-
vice in all the respiratory passages. 
Each lit~le speck that dots the surface may be regarded as an 
individual, and 'the sphere a colony or commonwealth of individ-
uals Jlniteq by a common bond. The bond, however, is not a 
mere idea; it is a' mat,erial thing. Little cords of protroplasm 
' reach out', from each' poi_nt to all adjacent ones and form a per 
feet maze of- triangles over the whole surface. The cords have 
some resemblance, "but nothing more, to nerv~us cori:imissures ' 
tl)o~gh i4~y m~y petform -a function somewhat analagous by se~ 
Cunng umty of actioil'-amoli.g the separate individuafs. Within 
.. ., 
- the larger sphere, may usually be seen .a number of others like 
the parent in everything but size, while within these again are 
still others-the beginning of the third generation. 
Such is Vulvux, and ye~J with all its freedom and gnce of mo· 
tion, and other interesting characteristics, it must take its place 
with Spi~ogyra, Oscillatoria, and Navicula away down among the 
Algre. It is only a plant; but the more we study plants, the 
more do we find the foundations for the old timedistinctions be-
tween plants and animals crumbling away. Naturalists, at pres-
ent, cannot point out any real ground of difference on which to 
found definitions of two organic kingdoms. One kingdom, with 
active, living protoplasm as its basis, may be recognized and that 
is about all. Among the higher orde~, it will always be neces-
saary and convenient to recognize plants as distinct from ani· 
mals, and. some of the grounds of distinction may be pointed out 
hereafter. Meanwhile let us try to appreciate the full importance 
of the biological facts taught by Oscillatoria, Navicula, and 
Volvox. 
THE RECESS. 
-A little girl in our Sunday.school, who had been pulling her doll to 
• pieces, during the week, was asked by the t~acher: "What was Adam made 
o~f?" An6wer-"Sawdust.·' 
-A lillie girl at school read tbus : "Tbe widow lived ~n a limbacy lelt her 
by a relative." "What did you call that word?" asked' .the teacher; "the 
word is legacy, not Iimbacy." "But," said the little girl, "my sister says I 
must say limb, not leg." 
-A lecturer wa3 explaining to a little girl how a lobster cast his shell when 
he had outgrown .it Said be, "Wbat do you do when you have outgrown 
your clothes? You cast them aside do you not?" "Oh, no," replied the 
little one, "we let out the tucks." 
-"Maria," observed Mr. Holcomb, as he was putting on his clothes, 
"there ain' t no .patch on them breeches yet" " I can't fix it now, no way. 
I'm too busy." "Well, give me the patch, then, an' I'll carry it around with 
me. I don't wan't people to think I can't afford the cloth." 
-A. PosER.-Maud : "Mamma, where do people go to when they die?" 
·Mamma: "Oh, you must not ask such queslions, dear; you will understand 
all about it when you are older." Maud, (after thinking it over for some 
minutes) : "Mamma, do you know allabciut it ?"-Harvard Lampoon. 
-"Peter, what are you doing to that boy?" asked a schoolmaster. "He 
wanted to know if you take ten from seventeen how many will remain' I 
took ten .of his apples to show him, and now he wants ;'e to give ' em back." 
"WeI!, why don't JOU do it?" "Coz, sir, he would forget how many are 
lcft." 
-Ethan Allen, whose misfortune it was to have a termagant for a wife, 
had, and deserved, a reputation for courage of the leonine ki d. Some wags 
tJ10ught to frigh.ten him once; but they mistook their man. One of them, 
arrayed in a sheet, stepped in front of him in the road late one dark night 
when he was on his way homeward. Ethan stopped, looked I\t the spectre, 
and without a moment 's hesitation, exclaImed: "If you come from Heaven, 
I don't fear you. If you are the devil, come. home and spend the night with 
me-I married your sister." His neighbors never sought to test his courage 
after that. All of which comes from Vermont direct. 
-In the grammar department of one of our public schools, a few days 
lince, the teacher, after talking with her class on the 'subject of mythology, 
read to t~e~ as follows: ··Vulcan. smith, architect, and chariot-builder lor 
the gods on Mount Olympus,· built their houses, constructed their furniture," 
·etc. The following day the subject ' of the preceding day was given as a Ian· 
. guage lesson, and as no mention was· made of Vulcan, the teacher asked the 
class who built the houses for 'the gods on Mount Olympus? For a whi!e 
the children seemed Ipst in profound thought, when suddenly a gleam of in· 
telJie:ence illuminated the face of one little girl, and she replied "I can't think 
of 'his first name, but his last name is Smith !"-Boslon Tran"ript • . 
A dispacth fr;m Fairplay reports the discovery of uranium in the Sac;""· 
mento mining district; a mine~al found in B"bemi .. , but· Dever before in tbis 
country, as f.r as known. The present discovery was made by H. L. Rice. 
The oar.rups 60 per cent. Uranium is worth) 11.900 a ton. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS-MEETINGS AND RECORDS OF SCHOOL DI: 
RECTORS. 
MEETINGS. 
Sechon 4~ of the school law provides that boards of school directors shall 
hold regular meetings at such times as they shall designate: that they may 
hold special meeting3, as occasiom may require, at the call of the preside Dt 
or any two members of the board; and that "no official business shall be 
transacted by the board except at a regular or special meeting." 
This last clause is a~ important and much·needed amendment, since it 
makes it illegal for the directors, acting separately, to enter into any contract, 
purchase ony article, or to give an order in payment therefor, unless pre· 
viously authorized by the board so to do. 
It practically puts .a stop to the pernicious practice, so persistently and suc-
cessfully followed by those who have for sale inferior articles for the use of 
schools, anc. whose only hope of success in disposing of them at paying prices 
lies in .their ability to gain the assent and signature of directors, taken singly' 
and on the spur of the moment, before they can meet and consult. ' 
The occupation of this class of agents is now gone-it is to be hoped for ••. 
ever. 
Contracts thus made and orders thus obtained are no longer legal. 
Directors who have not already done so s"ould at once designate when and 
how frequently they will hold regular meetings . 
. As teachers are entitled to their pay monthly, it would seem to be proper 
for directors to have a regular meeting each month • 
But should it be inconvenient for the board to meet so often, it is held that 
the board may legally authorize two of their number (naming them) to ex. 
amine and certify the schedule each month, and issue an order for ' the teach. ' 
ers' pay, a record being made of the action of the board. . 
The board may instruct one of their number to act for them, and his action 
in accordance with the instructions-Sf,y in the purchase of a certain amount 
of wood or coal at a certain price-would bind the boar<l, since; in me tIaiIs. 
actions he is the legal representative of the board. 
Two directors constitute a quorum for the·tranaaction of business. 
Hence, if two directors are present at a meeting th'ey may transact any busi. 
ness within the sphere of their duties. '. 
All member; are entitled, by every principle of fairness and honesty, to a 
notice of the meeting if it is practicable to give aU a no\i.ce; but as a matter 
of law, if tbe third director is not present at the meeting nor even notified of 
it, this will not make void the action 01 the majority who are presenL 
RECORDS; 
. Another ~Iau.se of this section authqrizes directors to use any ~~nds belong-
109 to the dlstnct, and no: otberwise appropnated, for the purchase of a suita • . 
ble bOok for their records, and requires that "the said records shaU be kept 
in a punctual, orderly, and reliable manner," and that the same "shall be 
signed by the president and clerk." 
The duty of procuring such a book, and of using it as the law directs is 
imperative, and it is of the utmost importance that a faithful record be k~pt 
of all official school business.. ' 
Nearly ten years ago Dr. Bateman said: 
: 'Lack of such official records has caused more law suib and 10000es, more 
confusion and trouble, in.tbe linaneial and general business administration of 
the s~hool system, tban any other one thing." , 
ThIS was t~e the?;. and, although there has been a great improvement in 
these matters smce, It IS true to·day. .' 
And because there ~re so many ~istricts In·the state in which the require: 
ments of ~he I~w regardl~g the keeping of records are still utterly disregarded, 
the atte~tlOn ?f directors IS hereby called to the provisions of the law bearing 
upon thIS sublect. . • 
It will not answer the purpose of the law to have records kept upon loose • 
sheets or scraps of paper. 
Well bound books that are suitable, and so arranged that the records can 
be kept in a "punctual, ord~rly, a~~ reliable manner," mustbeproc.,ured. 
T~e language o~ the law IS exphclt a~d mandatory-"the directors shall . 
appomt one of their number clerk, who shall keep a record of all tlie official 
acts. of the boar~ in a ~ell bOllnd book, provided for the purpose." " ' 
Smce no officl~ busm~ss ~n now be transacted by the director.; except "F 
a regular or speCIal meeting, It seems to be even more important now than 
eve~ before that an accurate record shall be made and. kept of all the official 
busmes8 of the board. 
A ~ompliance with these provisions of the law wi!' i and .protect direc-
tors In the proper discharge of their official duties~.. rely hope that 
no b.oard ?f directors will fail to keep, as the law dlrec~ .• reCord of all tlieir 
offiCIal acts. ' '. JAIRS P. SLADE, ' • 
Supenntendcnt of PUblic Inl~ction. 
THE STATES. 
ILLINOIS.-Supt. A. R. Sabin, of Lake county, has opened an educational 
column in the Lake County Tidings. He is pointed and practical ·in what 
_ he says. 
With all our talk 'about permanency of teacherss we have many changes 
every year in the school principalships of our state. Here are the names of 
some that we know who are doing their first year's superintendence in their 
respective places: Annawan, Nat Edgar Ha\ves; Avon, H . L. F. Roberson; 
- Bement, T. C. Clendenen; Blue Mound, An rew Wilson; Butley, J. W; 
Gowdy; Cerro Gordo, Olive E. Coffeen; Charleston, E. J . Hoen,hell; Che-
hanse, S. G. Haley; Chillicothe, J. W. Moffitt ; Cobden, J. S. England· ; Del-
avan, H . C. Forbes; Farmington, Frank Matthews; Hillsboro, J. N. Dewell; 
LaMOIlle, B. F . Stocks·; Lena, G. M. Herrick; Lewistown, Le Roy Bates ; 
Lexington, L. S. Row~lI; Litchfiel d, T . J. Cba~les; Macomb, Geo. Blount; 
Mattoon, E . P. Rose; Minonk,. L. C Dougherty ; Monticello, G. A. Burgess; 
Mt. Morris. Miss E. Brown; Odin. J. H obbs; Polo, M. Moore; Ridge Farm, 
C V. Guy; Shelbyville, Chas. L . Howard; Sullivan. T. W. Cokenower ; South 
Wyoming, A. B. Sill; Tu,cola; S. M. Ware; Windsor, F. F. Hughes ; Tou-
lon, F. S. Rosseter; Woodhull, W. W. Warner; Oneida. J. H. Graham ; Al-
tona, A. Edwards; St. Augustine, T_ L . McGirr; North Abingdon, G. W. 
. Oldfather; South Abingdon. W. D. R ackley ; Illiopolis, IV . S. Ramey ; Mo-
mence, H. C. Paddock. 
Mr. J. W. Coultas, formerly superintendent of schools at Warsaw, has in-
vented an-instrument called the lampo,cope.which is designed to aid in teles-
copic observation. It is pronounced hy a number of astronomers and opticians 
to be of incalculable valne in cleaning,brightening.andgivingsharp definition 
·t9 telescopic objects. Mr. Coultas is at present in Chicago, and may be found 
• at the office of the WEEKLY. 
Moline and Peoria ~e both condncting successful J'ui?Iic night schools. 
Prof., Wetzell. of Gibson City; conducts an educational department in the 
Courier of that place. 
""Ot-:':':"- F: f.;: Cooper ofGibs'1n takes charge of the educational deRiirtment in the 
1>axto .. Reeord. 
S.ullivan public M:hoOis gave' a Tha~ks~iving ~upper that netted them $5 1.-
30. . -
~he Monticello high scho)1 i.; pr~ ,> \fLn~ to. give an en'tertainment on the 
evening of Dec. 22. for the purpose Of obtaining funds with which to start a 
reference library .• A wide·awake principal like Mr. Burges5 will not wait for 
the necessary helps because the board will not procure them. 
4 Imtitutes.-The teachers of Plainfield, Will Co •• have a Friday evening in-
stitute.. Their last:was Dec. 19. The. Joliet teachers. at their meeting on 
Saturday, Dec. 6. brought in several pupils to draw maps and then used the 
~~ of the session, inspecting the work and discussing methods. Tbe Mc-
Henry Co. Teacher;' Association recently had an 'interesting, meeting a~ Wood-
S;tock. We a,re glad to notice that many of these teachers' societies are accu-
mulating a small· fund. This will hold them together '. and will give the;" 
mo're power. McHenry teachers meet 'again Jan. 19, at the same place. The 
_regular mObthly institute of Peoria teachers occurred Dec. 13, at the high 
school puilding, Supt. Dougherty in the chair. Afcer interesthig exercises in 
the. Grammar, Intermediate, and Primary sections they all again met in the 
general institute. and heard a very excellent paper froni Mr. Kn~pper onLan-
guage Lessons. These meetings occur every month, sec()nd Saturday. 
MINNESOTA.-G. T. Olds, of St. Charles. walk!! three and one-half mtles 
to his 6chool in the morning, teaches all day, and walks back in the evening. 
He must read his edn~tional journals while on the road: 
, At the semi-annual meeting of the Board of Normal Regents held Dec. 9, 
Prin. Shepard reported an enrollment in' the .Normal Department of 133; in 
the Model School 135; total. 268. This attendance is stated to be larger than 
, ever before in the history of the school. Prin. John reported an encollment 
in-the Nonruil Department of 122; in the Model School 65. Prin. · Kiehle's 
report shows an enrollment in the .Normal Department of 126; in the Mo~el 
School 70. , Supt. Bent offered the folloV{ing resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved. That the principal. 'or a-teachtr in each Non .. al School at Wino. 
' na and Mankato, shall be freed from work in those schools for State Institutes 
not less than four weeks, in the aggregate. to the principal nr teacher so freed, 
between the middle of Marcp and the 1st of MilY in each year. 
~Ul?/peti, That the same regulation apply to the Normal School at St. 
'c::Iond between the middle of.Sepfember and the lst of November of each 
'year. . 
"to ~, 
(Nlimber 
, , . 
The total number of graduates from the three schools has reached the round 
number of 700. The number of graduates fro;" the several schools for the 
past year were as follows: Winona, 42; Mankato, 19; St. Cloud. 28; . total, 
82. The receipts of the schools are derived from annual appropriations of 
$1 2,000 to the WinOlia school, and $9,000 to each d the others. the balance 
being the receipts for tuition. The following gentlemen were appointed as a 
committee to visit the schools: Winona schoul-O. V. Tousley and S. C. 
Gale, Minneapolis. St. Cloud school-Prof. B. F. Wright, St. Paul, and Dr. 
G. W. T. Wright. Mankato. school-Prof. B. M. Reynolds Northfield, and 
W_ B. Mitchell, St. Cloud. 
OHIO.-The report of the Columbus public schools for the month ding 
Nov. 21. shows a total r~gistration of 7,072-3.635 girls and 3,437 boys • . Av-
erage enrollment. 6,586.7 ; average daily attendance, 6,188.8; average daily 
absence, 397.9; percentage of attendance, 94. The high school has 570 pu-
pils ; the grammar schools, 2,090; ani the primary departments, 3,965. 
Teachers employed. 145. The election of a new principal of the high school 
will occur at the next meeting of the Board of Education. The candidates 
at prestnt in the field are the Acting Principal. Prof. A. G. Farr, and Prof. 
Alston Ellis, formerly superintendent at Hamilton, in this state, but more 
lately representing the school-book interests of Harper & Brothers. The reo 
cent book-fight in Columbus has resulted in an offer by a local firm to furnish 
all text· books at about twenty per cent discount, thus effecting, they say, a 
saving of $2,000 to $3,000 per year for the buyers of such books in the city. 
The muddle in the Cleveland Board of Education, which has prevailed 
several mQnths, was settled at the last meeting by rescinding a former reso· 
lution appOinting Prof. N. Coe Stewart teacher of music at $1.800 a year, !'l1d 
restoring his salary to $2,000. 
PENNSyLVANIA.-The thirty-third annual session of the Centre County 
Teachers' Inslit~te will be held at Bellefonte commencing Tuesday, Dec. 23, 
at 9 o'clock A. M .• and closing Friday evening. Dec. 26. The day sesaions 
will be conducted by Dr. N. C. Schaeffer, Prof. W. A. Krise. Miss Delia T , 
Smith, Miss J . Ettie Crane. andJ. Mason Duncan. Brief lectures will also ~ 
given by Rev. D. M. Wolf, H . H. Hershberger, C. C. Zeigler. C. S. ?an.nley, , 
Prof. C. L . Gramley, and Rev. D. G. Kline. Evening lectures WIll be d~­
livered by Dr. N. C. Schaeffer, Dr. Geo. P .. Hayes. and Rev. D. K. N:es):llt .. 
An admission fee of 25 cents will be charged for two of the abOre, lec~ures. 
The institute will be under the general management of COunty Supt. enry 
Meyer. 
. -- Glow Col: has sent IOWA.-S. F . Cooper. the Untted States Consul, at asc. '1' k" 
. . I ' of "Ben Dha IC . Iowa College a very fine paIDlIng, a large and e egant vIew d 
It is the work of Charles Leslte, and came to Grinnell. handsomely frame. 
and expenses paid by the generous giver. Such gifts are appreciated by thIS 
popular college. - . . 
Tbe State Center Enterprise pays Miss Lucy Curtis a very high comphment 
in an article referring to her plan of adhering to the Topical method of recl· 
tation. This l~dy is known all over the state as an earnest, enthusiastic teach· 
er. The Enttrprise regards her' 'as the ablest instructress in Iowa. , 
The Tipton schools, of which Mr: O. C. Scott is principal. have an average 
attendance of 332'4; and a total enrollment of 373. , ' 
Th~ educational editor of the Tipton Advertiser puts it in this way: .. Lib-
erty for all during :he holidays-Independence for some. How many 1" 
The Cmtral &hool Journal was two years old last month. It is a vigor-
ous, healthy.looking tWo·year old. 
Iowa College has lost her talented assistant lady principal, Miss Helen S. 
Whitcomb, who was married recently to Dr. Henry M. Hobart. of Chicago. 
The Jackson County Teachers' Association will meet at Andrew next Satur-, 
day. An interesting program has been prepared. 
_ Mr. S. E. Beede, western agent of the prosperous firm of Robt. S. Davis & 
Co., i as our thanks for a set of Greenleaf's arithmetics. We are glad to know 
hat this well-tried and j'lstly-popular series is used in many of the best 
se,hools of the state. 
Mr. W. J. Shoup. editor of the Normal MOIItlzly, is president of the State 
Teachers" Association. Mi. W. J . Medes. one of the editors of the Cmtra/ 
School Journal. is a vice-president of the Association. Mr. John W. Rowley. 
another editor of the Cmh'al. is president of one wing of the State AssoCia-
tion. So ! . , . . 
C. H. Clemmer. a prominent educator. , and nntil the first of next January 
supermtendent of the Scott connty schools. is president of a debating club. 
Mr. W . F.=. L : Sanders, New Albany. Ind .• has our t1ianks Cor a copy oC 
Analysis by D idgra".'S. ' an interesting and ~aluable w?rk Of ;"hich he is the 
author. The collection of senter.ces. the ~ystem of dIagrams, tbe notes and 
explanations, and the copious iildex are carefully prepared and arranj:ed. 
were in school during tbe. past year. V. B.' Cochran, the superintendent, is 
paid $1.450, and is deservedly popular wi~ botb patrons and pupils. He is 
one of tbe pioneer teachers of the Lake Superior region. • 
Tecumseh reports $445 received fortuiti on fees during the past year. Supl. The Cmtrill School 70urnal denies that it ever advocated "a split in the 
State Teachers' Association." It thinks however that tbe executive committee ' 
"made a mistake in locating the annual meeting at Independence." Tbis 
charge ought to bring the cbairman of the Executive Committee to his feet: 
Spencer is' evidently appreciated about home as well liS abroad. Many school 
b.oards in tbe state would be pleased to learn how they can reduce the cost of 
incidentals to 83 cents per capita. This is the cost at Tecumseh. 
"President Eldridge w rote us that he would send us the program as soon as 
it was printed. Yet in the face of this, he sent otber educational papers 
coptes and intentionally omitted to forward one to tbe Cmtral. Of course 
wc do not blame the Association for this, but trust that in the future its Exec· 
utive Committee will see that no sucb favoritism is shuwn." 
Olivet College reports a faculty of 12 instructors; 128 graduates since it 
was cbartered in 1859; 7,000 volumes in library; additions to library during 
the past year $220; average cost of tuition $15 to $21 ; average co'st of boar 1 
$2 per week ; total expenses for the year, $15,193.24: of whicb $1,500 w~ 
for permanent improvements. 
A wandering pedagogue tells an exchange what be saw wbile visiting the 
State Reform School at Eldora. Mr. Winenans is the general superintendent. 
An air of order, quietness, and cleanline.s pervades. Tbe farm of about seven 
hundred acres is in a fine conditfen. The boys are required to attend school 
one-half of the day and to work the other half. From this rule there is no 
shadow of turning except in case of sickness. A wise regulation is observed 
in regard to the large and small boys. They are not allowed to go together. 
Nearly all of the boys make wonderful progress in their studies. Tbe new 
hall, which is a six story brick building, will be ready for use before long. It 
is a fine, well· ventilated, conveniently-arranged structure. On the whole tbe 
afore named nomad was well pleased with this splendid state institution, 
which is an honor and a cudlt to tbe commonwealth. 
MISSOURI.-TheKansas City Mail of Nov. 21 contains Supt. J. M. Green-
wood's term report for term endin2: Nov. 14. Total enrollment 5,162; av-
erage Dumber belonging, 4,212 ; average attendance, 3,989. Last year the 
enrollment for the corresponding term was 4,054 or l,loS le~s than this year. 
This shows an increase of 27 per cent. The following is an outHne of tbe work 
as represented in seven school rooms corresponding to the seven grades in the 
ward school~, and though the work in each room may vary somewhat from this, 
nevertheless it is a tolerably fair representation of the work in each of the 
other schools. In general, the pupils in each . room are· divided into two 
classes or sections, and the totals sbow not only the time of recitation, but 
also that of preparation of study. Room No. I- First Grade-To reading and 
spelling, 150 minutes ; writing and drawing. 45 minutes; numbers, 45 min-
utes. Room No.2. Second Grade-Reading, 135 minutes; WIiting and 
d'rawing, 35 minutes; numbers,40 minutes, singing, 10 minutes. Room No. 
3. ThirJ Gr~d e-Readin2: an~ spelling. 135 minute,; writing and drawing, 
35 minutes; numb:r; , 40 minutes; singing, 15 minutes. Roo,,! NO.4, Fourth 
Grade-Reading and Spelling, 95 minutes ; arithmetic, 95 minutes; writing, 
40 minutes ; drawing, 15 minute; ; singing, 15 minutes. Room NO. 5, Fifh 
Grade-Reading and spelling, 90 minutes ; arithmetic, 90 minutes ; language, 
20 minutes ; geography, 35 minutes; singing, IS minutes. Room No. 6, 
Six' h Grade-Reading and spelling. 80 minutes ; arithmetic, 90 minutes; 
gr~mmar, 50 minutes ; geography, So minutes ; writlOg and drawing, 30 
. minules, al.ernatin!! ; singing, 15 minutes. Room NO.7, Seventh Grade--
Reading and spelling, 45 minutes ; arithmetic,90 minutes ; grammar, 45 min· 
utes; geography, So minutes; United S·ates History, 60 minutes; writing 
and' drawing. 60 lDinutes, alternating. There i~ also much practice work in 
writing not represented because some of the lessons are prepared on slates or 
paper. and in this way the pupil puts into practice writing and composition, 
using such skIll as be had, prevlously acquired. 
MICHIGAN.-Tbe.schools at Grand Haven are moving on to the satisfaction 
of all concerned. It is Supt. Phillips' third year. . 
Prin_ Frank Millis, of Dryden, sends the WEEKLY the following items: 
Kalamazoo College was chartered in 1855, since wbich time it bas gradu-
ated 84 students. Last year it had \16 students, and had an income of $4,-
210.60 from productive funds. The annual cost of tuition per student is $ 18, 
and average cost of board $250. It bas buildings and grounds valued at 
$100,000, and a library of $3,138 volumes" 
Miss J. A. King of Charlotte and Miss Belle Widner of Wyandotte arl: 
among the mos~ enterprising and intelligent of our city superi!'tendents. 
Their reports to the department of public instruction are always made with 
promptness and business-like fidelity _ Charlotte has a school census of 790, 
and paid l .. t year $6,148.25 for superintendence and instruction. Miss King 
received $1,000 as superintendent. Wyandotte bas 4,000 inhabitants, and 
1,200 school children_ The werage cost of educating the 679 pupils in school 
last year was $8.29. 
Prof. B. R. Ga~s, superintendent 'of the Niles schools, has been in a falling 
Slate ot heah h for some time. 
The supreme court has declared that th~ school tax of Alpena i_s voir!. 
About $Z5,ooo was involved. 
Eas! Saginaw, Mich., Dec. 10.-J. C. Jones, superintendent of the public 
schools of this city, has been convicted of assault and battery upon a 13 year-
old child of Henry Gamble, and Tustice Martin to-day fined him $25 and 
costs of prosecution, or 60 days in the county jail. Mr. Jones has appealed 
the ca;;e to the circuit court. The matter creates great interest, and a pressure 
will be brought to bear to compel the removal of the superintendent ~Dtltoit 
Evming News. 
The abolisbment of the Oraclt, the junior hop, the senior reception, and 
class day at the University will place the college year 1879,80 in college an-
nals as the destroyer of old and honored customs. 
Paul H. Hanus, University class of '78, a member of the faculty of the Den. 
ver high school, has accepted t~e chair of mathematics in the State UnivefSity 
of Colorado. 
The industrial school at Grand Rapids is attended by 35 girls, who are said 
to be making good progress both in books, needle-work, and household du-
ties. 
The art department of the Somerville school at Port Huron opened Dec. 
2, under the supervision of Miss Mary A Thompson, a graduate of the New 
York Academy of Design . 
Mt. Clemens, with a population of 3.400, has a school census of 928.' Wes . 
ley Sears is principal of the schools, at a salary of $1,200_ The average age 
of its high school graduates is 18 years. 
Pontiac had 75 non-resident pupils last year, wbo contributed $936.77 tui. 
tion money to the school fund of the district. Fifty-five of these were in tbe 
high ,scbool, which numbered 130. 
The schools of Kalamazoo enrolled 1,940 pupils last year, and liaa an 
average attendance of 1,364. Tbe average fur capita cost of education, based 
on the average number belonging, was $1484. 
During the first three months of tbe present school year 1,495 pupils were 
enrolled in Ihe Saginaw City schools. The average dally attendan,e W8ft 
1,251. The corresponding figures for last year were 1,401, and 1,155. 
Miss Hattie Max~on is employed for a fifth term in the North Leslie scbool. 
t, 
Principals-Lapeer, O. G. Owen ; Almont, George Grant ; Imlay City, Chas. 
May ; Metamora, P. M. Parker ; Attica, C. Q. Tappan. The schools of the 
county in general were never more prosperous or ably managed, the princi-
pals having all received normd instruction. Nearly all the graded schools 
make Ii practice of publishing a monthly statement of the condition of the 
schooi In the county papers. In Dryden there are 350 inhabitants, and 132 
pupils enrolled. Tbree teachers are employed. Last month the per cent of 
attendance was 92, The teachers and pupils are now decorating their school-
rooms with pictures, mottoes, and plants. A regular monthly report is made 
'to each parent informing him of the advancement of his children. . The prac-
tice is productive of much good. 
When our country districts generally employ their teachers by the year rather 
than by the teml, as now; one 'great , step wlll have been taken toward better ,-
schools. 
Negaunee has 1,233 children between 5 and 20 years of age, ofwbom 807 
Albion College has graduated loS stndent since it was cbartered in 1861 . 
The college library now numbers 2,200 volnmes, 01 which 400 were added 
during the past year. Its productive funds amount to $165,000, which yield 
an annual income of $12,637.73. . 
The Lansing Rtpublica,. continues to furnish this column 
freshest items. 
" 
.< 
· . 1~DIANA.-Mr."J. Keith is principalpf the Bicknell public schools, and one 
of the leading teachers of the county. 
. The Logansport Daily Journal says that a camparison of the examination 
papers of the fourth year class (primary dept.) of" the public schools of that 
. city, made four years ago for exhibition at the Centennial, and similar papers' 
made last month in the. regu!ar school course, shows the work of the lattet to ' 
be i'vastly superior" to that of the· former. Th!! conclusion is that the public 
schools of Logansport are making gratifying progress, and are probably not 
excelled by any in the state. . 
-. - . Supt. Moon, of St. Joseph county, will hold the county institute this year 
Christmas week at the high school building in Mishawaka. An able corps of 
instructors has been engaged for the work, and arrangements have been made 
for four lectures to be delivered in the opera house in that place. 
- Th.e tenth volume of the "Encyclopedia Britannica" is now out, and, like 
its preaecessors, is published i!l three different editions. Messri . Little, 
Brown & Co. issue the standard Edinburgh edition of A. & C, Black; Charles 
. Scribner's Sons have an exact copy of this edition but printed on thinner paper 
and with-nar~ower margins. J . M. Stoddart & Co., .of Philadelph.ia, publish 
-a reprint of the original work with the illustrations by American artists. It 
claims also to have made a few corrections where mistakes have been dis· 
. f evered by the American editors. 
THE HOME. 
For THE EDUCATIONAL W BEKLY. 
HAN D,E£) DOWN-APRIL. 
Bv TARPLEY STARR, 
Celestial day 1 somehmes I think 
. That "God's day" might be thus, 
Only, <an t"is.day nler fade? 
So much of Heaven seems here inlaid, 
As if by Angels ready-made, 
And hanaed down 'to us. 
-Great dome of peace 1 ~ here I gaze 
Far up thy blue nnbound, 
Sunbeams seem ladder dropped below, 
Down which the angels come and go, 
To fresco earth in h.aven's own hue, 
, And hang her pictures round. 
Creation's dawn is not more fair, 
As E ve's young eyes enclose; 
No freshedrag~ance filled the atr, 
No blooming trees more lovelier' there, 
No sweeter songs out everywhere , 
Than this new morning- know •. 
\Vl:iat heart dare be DOwed down witb care, 
Beneath_a sky like THIS-
W~ere the dear God's calm face looks through? 
.li:arth's noisy tides abashed sink 'Iow,' 
Hushed to a tender, even flow, 
Into one sea of peace. 
I 0, moiling, foilhig world, be still, 
'. Enchanted gwund is near; 
This unlocked ,world of blue and green 1 
Unbar the gates so fasfbetween-
These cold, dead gates that shut us In 1-
-And-view thy ]j:!Iel) "'ere. 
HOLIDA YS_ 
Tbe holiest 'of all holidays are those' 
Kept by ourselves in silence and apart,-
Tbe ~eeret anniversaries of the heart, 
When the' full river of leeling o"erfiowF;:- . 
The happy day's unclouded to their close, 
The sudden joys that out of ~kness start _ 
AS f1aines from ashes; swift desires, that dart 
Like swallows singing down each wind that blo~s 1 
White as the gleam of. a rec~ding sail ; 
• White as a cloud that floats and fades in aif, 
White as the whitest lily on a stream, 
These tender meinomes are; a fairy tale 
'ot sOme encbanted land we know not where, 
But lovel), as. a lill:;as.:a~ in a drCl\!D. 
. . '- 9. W. LO"G/e/JwJ , 
{Numper 
THE ACADEMY PLAGUE. 
By F'ANNIE E. TOWNSLEY • 
TH ERE were better days in our village once. B-- Academv used to be known as the best school in the country for boys-and for girls, too. 
From its classic balls many young men and maidens of that good old time 
went forth to stand as comer-stones in temples of learning, or homes of culture 
and refinement, where tbey gave to others tbe good they had received here. 
Many a wortby minister has stood before the world to say of our school, "I 
was born into tbe kingdom there I" Lawyers, teachers, and senators have 
been proud to point to tbe old building and say, "The foundation of my suc. 
cess was laid there." And for many years a diploma from B-- Academy 
was sufficient guarantee of "good moral character" for a certificate to any hon. 
orable employment. 
But the glory of B-- Academy is departed. The 'fine gold is become 
dim. The scholars who made the old institution an oroament and honor are 
gone. Their places are filled by a set of boys whose delight is to sow wild 
oats and talk the language of Bawery . 
I lov~ the noise and laughter of young 'peaple, and am perfectly willing 
tbat "boys should be boys.;~ ' but I can' t feel any love, or admiration, or sym-
pathy, for boys who will be rowdies. 
Neither can my neighbor, Dea. Peabody. His gate disappeared one night 
last winter ; and even now you would find no difficulty in entering his yard. 
There's nothing to hinder. 
Mrs. Brown's apple trees and strawberry plants don' t yield half as well as 
they used to ; and the other day, when I spoke of the stirring, busy look of 
the village, and congratulated her on having things so lively around her ,(the 
students pass her house morning and night), she looked daggers at me. 
H owever, we could almost pardon sundry giddy carryings-on of our young 
students if it were not for another grievance. Their words are as bad as their 
deeds. If I offer an opinion to one of the boys, and he happens to agree with 
me, he sings out, "You bet!" (The idea 1 I never betted in my life, a.nd 
could,!' t be bired to I) _ 
"I asked one of them one day the price of a certain book. He named a 
pretty large figure, and embellished the information with "Ho,,-'. th: C~r 
high ?" On the street I saw a number of very young men, intent, as It se«; ~ r 
on having a lemonade treat. At any rate, one of them shouted,- '. 
"Peel and go. in, Lemons I" , . fi .and whack a 
But when I saw another roll up hIS sleeves, double up hIS st 
school-fellow on the head, I concluded that the above langllage .. mllst mean 
something else, 
O . Ie evening I walked down town for ~ome distance behind a you~~ ncad~ 
emy gent, who was e3corting a girl to a lecture, Apparently somethmg sh 
said didn't quite suit him, for I heard him ejaculate,-
!'O, you go whistle !" , , 
~e held very . close, to her, nevertheless, 50 that she didn't "go," -and If 
she "whistled," she certainly did it very softly. , 
Now it happened that one of my aunt's children, Cousin John, is a member 
of B-- Academy, or was nutil recently, I cannot tell you how confounded, 
I was when I discovered oue day that h !, too, had colUght the trick of "fast'! 
langua&e. 
I liad asked him at the dinner-table, innocently enough, If he were going 
to speak a piece that woek on de<;lamation day ; and the youngster replied,,-
."Not much, Mary Ann I" 
Now my name, as he very well knew, is Thankful Hapgood Jenkins; and 
what should possess him to call me Mary Ann was more than I could fathom. 
Seeing my consternation, he condescended to explain by adding: 
. " Excuse me, Cousin Thankful, but that's an emphatic way we boys have of 
saying no," 
"We boys !" " An emphatic way!" I Celt like boxing his ears-md all 
"we boys' 'ears, if I could have got at them. 
Well, soon after that, I had a long talk with John's mother and we a"reed 
that the influence of his.associates was anything but a 'benefi; to him, "I~ was 
a natural consequence of that long talk, I suppose, that I dreamed a dr~ 
about John that night . 
I- thought his moiher, his , isteri , and myself were al\ in the sitting-room to-
gethc:r- Suddenly the, m~ther (Mr;_ Grayson) began to wipe her eyes, and 
the gllis dung ~nvnlsively to one another and sobbed as if their hearts would 
break. 
"What is the matter?" said. I. 
" iOr" sobbed Mrs. Gr.,.., "only to think 1 0nlJ to think I" 
"0,''' cried Ella, ",to think! Oniy:to think !,' 
"Oh," joined in Jen.niet "only to think !" 
"But what is the matter 1" I asked. Do stop cryu)g long enougb to tell me· 
What does ail you all 1" 
After a fresh application of the handkerchief, Mrs . . Grayson' sobbed out: 
"My boy, my Jobn-bas-gone and"-and ,then came another Hood of 
tears. 
"Girls," i cried, "out witb it! H¥ John run away? If so, he'll be back 
to supper !" 
At thi; in.inuation of her boy's voracity, Mr •. Gray.on wiped her eyes and 
began to enligbten me. ," ' 
"0, Tbanl>ful, Jobn has-gone-and c~\lght it-that awful disease tbe, boys 
at scbool are all having-O, dear, dear !" 
"Boy. at school are all having!" echoed the girls. 
"Is it scarlet fever 1 I tl10ught he'd had that," said I. 
. "0, no," sobbed Jemima, " 'tisn't that." 
"Is it mumps-measles-typhoid 1" 
"No, w,)roe tban all tbose," was tbe teuful response from all sides. .. He's 
• caught tbe Acadmry Vocabulary /" 
"S 1 a_n g!" wailed Mrs. Grayson. 
"g I a n g!" wailed both the girl~ in choru;;. 
"What's that ?" said I, glad of something definite at last. 
" Wdl," said Ella, "it breaks out first on the lips and tongue; and whoever 
has it can't speak wi!b:0ut a saucy accent, and coarse, rowdy words,; and now 
. to think that John has got it !" 
"Yes, and to think tbat John has got it 1" echoed Mrs. Grayson. , ,,It al-
most breaks my heart !" 
, Dear aunt, is th.re no cure for it 1" I inquired. 
:With an effort to calm herself, Mrs. Grayson replied, "The physicians say 
that one with a strong will, who determines to keep his face and mouth per-
fectly clean, avoids evening air, and shuns all further contagion by keeping 
aw~y from those similarly troubled, may recover. But-but John is so reck: 
' lesS !" 
_,'bl speak to him," I cried. "He is coming, now;" and I went out upon 
the door,step. • 
John was entering the gate with his hands in his pockets, and I thought he 
had a sickly expression on his face. 
"Cousin John," I said, "I want to talk to you a minute." 
"Bully! Pitch in!" was the answer. 
"Have you <:"ught the 'Aca~emy Vocabulary?'" laying oiy hand on his 
arm. 
"You bet!" 
"0 John," I cried, "there's no hope for you unless"--
"Teli that to your grannie!" interrupted John 
"0," said I, "you are in a 'bad case, certainly I Your moiher and your sis-
ters are \11 there weeping, and praying that yOI\ may be cured. The doctors 
say you can recover, if you will! 0, John, you must fight this disease and 
sbake it off! If you begin now, you can conquer it! The doctors say"·--
I "'rhe doctors be hanged !" said John. "It's big cry aItd littie wool, Cousin 
:fhankful! You 'tend to your biz, and let me waddle!" 
, He attempted to pass me, 'but I stopped him, saying, "My boy, you're 
sicker than you think; your lips and tongue are all broken out; you can't say 
three sentences properly, and you'll surely give the disease to your mother, 
your sisters, and me! You're the pride of th" family, and it will be an 'awful 
thil1g for you to bring sucp a plague home!" 
All at onc'e a peculiar sensation passed over me. ' I became strangely dizzy, 
and began to sing: ' 
"Drunk last night, boys, 
Drunk the night before; 
Drink to night, boys, 
·Never get drunk any more !" 
Then lea~ing ~ajnst the gait-post, I s~id: . 
"l've caught it myself, John! Caught it talking with you!" And as the 
hOFfors of my situation came over me, I heard John say: ' 
"Poor tbjng ! I'll have to get her in, and chug her in' h,er little bed !"~ 
and at that point I awoke , 
I was afraId at first to move, lest I should find th~t I had had a real expe-
rience instead of 'a dream. But I was soPn reassured by the sound of the 
breaki~t bell, and John'S voic~, inquiring 'if I were going to stay in bed all 
day. ' 
I dressed at once, and after breakfast told the assembled,family my si'lgular 
drea.m: There wasn'qnuchsaid,aoout"it then. :But,two weeks'later, Cousin 
John . packed hi~- trun'k; .ba4e -farewelJ to his academy 'friends in B--, and 
went with his father to W--, ,to finish his academical studies there. In a 
few months he came home on a vacation visit, and a more 'genial, affable' 
young gentlemnn I hav~ seldom seen. 
- On the whole I am , rather glad I dreamed. that dream.~ Youth's Com.-
panion. 
HOLIDA YS OF THE HEART. 
This happy phrase, which Longfellow, best-beloved of poets, invented as a 
, title to one of his sweetest songs, ought to have apersonal meaning to every-
one 'whose ,life IS not wholly in the. present. For the average life is not so 
rich in what the forerunner of the old Puritans called "crowning mercies," 
that we can afford to make all days that are past alike common, and think no 
more of them than of the sunshine or showers, the leaves or the fruit of a 
dead year. There are, or ought to be, some "days of days." tbat sbed sun, 
light upon our path, give germination to our nobler purposes, or bring frui-
tion to o~r hopes, which should:stand to us as the saints' days do to the church, 
or the holiday festivals to the world. In this way the just coinplaint that ' is 
people we do not have enough holidays could be adequately met. The mere 
st9Pping o( all the ordinary avocations of the people, and wandering aimless-
ly free, without any underlying or animating sentiment, mayor may not COli. 
duce to the general happiness. Much of the vacuity and restlessness observa-
ble upon such occasions, and which have been said to make an America. hol-
iday a most melancholy occasion, are doubtless due to this lack of personal 
interest. It 'is hard to crowd happiness upon people in the mass. They must • 
carry the happy heart into their festivities, or they cannot hope to find it there . 
But though a legal warrant for pleasure may fa il, a natural expression of the 
emotion can hardly do so. The wedding anniversary of a couple who are 
mated as well as married will never pass unremembered, even though the ob. 
servance be no more than a tenderer I thought and dearer word ihan usuai-a 
bunch of Howers by the plate, or a little token of remembrance. The vulgar-
ity of gift-soliciting upon such anniversaries-"benefit nights for mar~ied beg-
gars," as they were aptly called-is happily less in vogue than lormerly ; hut 
as the ~oliday for the heart and the home, observed by a day's pleasuring, a 
special dinner, an e','ening's entertainment, and a real reminiscence of the 
happy time when the two paths merged into one, the wedding allniv~rsary is 
moreand more prized.-Golden Rule. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
':'A~vertises will please:no!ice our revised schedule of rates published this 
week. Orders received hereafter will be charged' strictly in accordance with 
this schedule. . 
-The advertisement ~f the Peerless Organ Comp~nv, of Port Colden, N. " 
J., appears again in this is..ue. Tney advertise good clbi"e! organ, for only 
$50 cash, warranted for five years. ' 
-"Ye have no reason to doubt the statem'eots ,ma4e by the American Co,. 
operative Manufacturing Company respecting the "Walker Heat Multiplier" 
advertised in another column. The representations made should attract the 
attention of school dirretou and superintendents. 
-We wish to say a word respecting the Cluap Copying Tabiet advertised , 
in this issue. If we did not believe it to be Ihe besl of the numerous copying 
tablets advertised under different names, we would not undertake to sell it. 
!t is not the handsomest, but it is the most easily used, and makes a very 
plain transfer. There is n() difficulty whatever in cleaning it after use; an<,l 
that cannot be said of all. If used according to instrucJions, perful satisfac. 
lion is guaranleed. 
-A remarkable invention for reproducl.ng any written matter,-examina· 
tion papers; music, drawing, etc., called the Heliograph, is received with 
much favo~ where introduced 'and meets willi ready sales. It is simply two 
surfaces of gelatine to which the writing is transferred by contact and .from, 
which numerous perfect copies may be printed. It is so simple and, cheap .. 
that it is being very generally used wherever it has been shown. Tile (;pm_ 
pany sen4 descnptive circulars on application. See their advertisement. , 
-The advertisement of Jansen, McClurg & Co., a'lld S. C. Griggs & Cb:, 
both Chicago publishers, merit a <:;Lreful reading. The latest book ,published ' 
by Griggs & Co. is noticed among the ~ook 'Reviews in this issue. Prof. ; 
Mathews' books have all been reviewed In the WEEKLY, and none hut word. 
of praise could be found for them: The enormous sale of some of them is 
' the best testimony to their excellence. Jansen, McClurg & Co. have a mag , 
nificent store on State street, which is the 'common resort of all tea"chero ann 
lovers of good literature who ever pass through the streets of the ~rdell 
City. Besides the books which bear their imprint, there 'may be found on 
their tables the latest publications,in every department of learning .• 
-The WEEKLY is making 'many fri-ends bere.-Prin. 'F'. A • . E. 'Starr, q,-
margo;,IlL ' . 
THE WORLD: 
-The' Br'ili,h iron trade continues to improve. 
-Australia expects to export 375,000 tons of wheat this season. 
--The New York Tribun, has begun the issue of a Sunday edition. 
-Gortschakoff announces his purpose to adhere to a pacific policy. 
:""The Irish agitators, Davitt, Killen, and Daly, have been indicted for 
sedition. 
-Further destructive floods in Hungary have carried away much property 
and several lives. 
-The bill for the abolition of slavery in Cuba has been approved by the 
· Spanish Ministry. . 
...:.. The Turkish police force is to be raised to 60,000 men, who will also aCt 
'as a reserve in case of war. 
. -The agents of the Canadian Government in England are severely cen· 
sured for deceit practiced in sending emigrants to Canada. Many of the emi· 
grants are objects of charity. 
-The town of Bradford, Pa., was totally destroyed ·Dec. 12 by a fire caused 
by an explosion of coal·oil. ThL loss of oil was enormous, one of the tanks 
consumed containing 25,000 barrels. 
-The lower house of the Prussian Landtag has, by a large majority, 
Jldopted a bill for the government purchase of railways. 
-Advices received by the State Department show that the commerce of 
Japan with the United States exceeds that with all other countries. 
-The war in Afghanistan is progressing on a larger scale than previously. 
It is anticipated that the hand of Russia will soon appear in the leaders of the 
opposing forces. • 
- -Bismarck is said to concede the fact that the financial distress throughout 
Europe is due to the enormous over·armamenf of the great powers, the main· 
· tenance of which exhausts the re,ou~ces of the people. 
-:-pr. Eben Tourjc!e, of Boston, whose European Excursions have been so 
'succ~u11y cacied out for two summers, is arranging a still more attractive 
and. comprehensive program for next season, which will be duly announced. 
-Randall Gibson, ~f Louisiana, has introduced a bill in the U. S. House 
nf Reprl:Sentatives to create a commission to determine the best plan and 
'Toute fpr communication ~f t~de and c~mmerce 'across th~ Isthmus of Darien. 
-A Berlin. dispatch says ~e Cath!>lic clergy refuse the government's con-
cession allowing them to supervise religious instruction in schools. They 
claiD? that they themselves should actually give instruction, as before the en-
actment of the Falk laws. 
-The Utes have d~manded that the twelve Indians who are accused of be-
iug engaged in the White River Agency Massacre be tried in Washington, 
and Secretary Schurz has replied that the trial cannot be held in Washington, 
though it may ~ outside of Colorado and New Mexico: The Indians will 
probably be delivered up. 
-Senator Bailey has introduced a bi)l "to aid the education of the colored 
race" reciting in the pre.amble that $510,000 have recently been covered back 
into the United States Treasur.y from appropriatIOns for the pay ang bounties 
of I'olored soldiers, which rem aIDed unclaimed after seven years, owing to the 
~ tmpOSSibility of di~covering the claimants; and.assertil)g.that·under the cir-
cumstances the colored people should have the benefit of said money for their 
edljcational improvement and elevation. The bill, therefore, directs the Sec-
retaryofthe Tpoasury to invest $510,000 in United States registered 4 per cent 
bollds to be apportioned in eqnal parts to the following institutions for the ed-
· ,ucation of the colored .people, viz.: The Howard University, WaShington, 
~D. C.; Hampton (Va.) Normal and Agricultural Institute; the Fisk Uni-
versity of Nashville, Tenn.; he Atlanta (Ga.) University, and th-e Straight Unive~ity, ~f New Orleans. The trustees of the;e .institution~ are to be en· 
tItled to use the interest on the bonds in such a manner as in their judgment 
will best pnmote_ the ends (or which they are 'cha,rter,ed, but the principal of 
the bonds is to be inalienable.. . 
-The American Bool< Exchange .has c!ied havoc and let slip the dogs of 
war on other publishers bY 'reducing to 'all almost absurd price some of the 
Iiest cJassics in the language. One of their-recent publication wil~ suffice as. 
..an illustration: Chamber's Encyclopedia, which, in the hands of the triginal 
publishers, was sold at $50, and more recently under Ihe pres~ure of co~p~t:. 
- bon for $25, is now offered by the Exchange for $10. Dr.CunUl~gham Gelkle s 
-~ .. r.Je of Christ," one of the best works of the kind"has been reduced in price 
, '&oJp is.oo to, 50 cents, while the five volumes of . Macaulay'S ,History .of Eng-
• )and may be bad for $2.50. -
AN -EXCELLENT SUGGESTION. 
To tlu Editors of tlu Wukly : 
Do we as teachers sufficiently consider the social rank and home influences 
of our pupils? A school ought to be managed so as to secure ''lual rights 10 
all. Is it just, therefore, that all classes and conditions should be made 
amenable to the same rules and regulations, and the same standard .of result, 
required of all indiscriminately? My teachers have not all reached that de-
gree of excellence which enables them to dispense with the rod, and I notice 
that invariably the rod is inflicted upon pupils whose advantages for home 
training and discipline are very poor. Praise and commendation are .given 
to the fortunate, reproof and punishment to the unfortunate. It seems to me 
that here is an opportunity to use wise discrimination to so adjust the stan-
dard of conduct and lessons that' the principle shall prevail, ~'To whom 
much is given, of him much shali be required." E. CROSBY. 
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y., Dec. 2, 1879. 
The above suggestion IS a very important one, worthy the consideration o( 
all teachers. A more extended discussion of the subject is invited by-THX 
EDITORS. 
SCRAPS- WHAT TO DO WITH TREM. 
Last year the WEEKLY had something to say about scraps of letter>, and · 
what to do to make them useful. Possibly some of my fellow teachers 
may like .to Jearn what use to make of scraps. I have one of the copying pads 
variously styled he~tograph, heliograph, auto ·litho.printer, etc. I use this to 
print examination questions, \to save putting them on th~ blackboards)~ out-
lines for class use, songs I wish to teach the school, and, m fact, anythmg I 
wish to distribute among;t the pupils. I print these on ~y sc,:,ps of pa~. 
For this purpose, I save letters which have only been wntt~n upon one .,de, 
old envelopes, examination papers, etc. Thus I use up all th: scraps of ~. 
per, save myself much blackboard work, and please the ehlldren by being 
able to give them new songs. h 
. I use the auto.printer, and scraps of paper, outside of school. Few w: 0 at-
r of paper tend our church have hymn books. I printed the hymns on s IPS , ~ ' 
. I h . t d gs for our temperance and passed to the congregation. ave pnn e son as I th 
. h" b' d d letter hea. WI 
meetings, notices of suc meetlDgs, usmess car s, an 'of paper whicH 
find the anto-printer very useful, and make use of every scrap S. C. B. 
has any blank space. 
THA T QUEER PROBLEM. 
To Ihe Editors of 11u· Wtellly: 
In a recent issue of the WEEKLY we notice an article by Prof. D~vid Kirk 
in which he takes exceptions to a problem published some time slDce.. We 
are not surprised that the mathematician who has never extended his. reo 
searches beyond "Greenleaf and other oJd authors" should take excephons ' 
to anything outside of their line of instruction and characterize it as "queer 
and absurd." . . 
The problem referred to conta,ins many new, unique, all.d interesti~g p~. -
ciples which have never been developed in any mathematlc~ work; It IS m· 
tended for the progressive scholar who is willing to extend hI' researches be· 
yond the regular routine as laid down by the old authors. A few of the in-
teresting points in the problem may be iUustrated by the folJowing similar 
example :_"Three train boys have respectively 10,30, and 50 oranges, they 
all sell at the same rates and each reCeives the same amount of money. At 
what rates do they sell, and w)lat sum does each receive? 
T.hey may sell a certain number of oranges, which we will designate as a 
divisor, at a specified price, or rate per dozen as long as 'even dozens hold out, 
when the remaining oranges may be sold at another rate, the cost being set at 
a specified sum for each orange. We see nothing peculiar, strange, or ah. 
surd, in transactions of thiskind; they are of dally occurrence. We give a , 
fe~ interesting points in the problem as follows: 
. I. It can readily be determined whether any divisor, taken as a rate, will 
truly fulfill the con~i~ons.of the problem .. 
2. When a' true diVisor IS found, any pnce may be assumen for quotients 
and the corresponding cost for remainders can be found; then both cost and 
price may he increased or diminished by any number we ;please thus giving 
an infinite number of true results. ' 
3. Cost of remainder> may be assumed and p'!ce of quotients found. 
4. Two fixed points can be found, b,lwuII which an unlimited nnmber or' 
divisors may be taken, thus giving an infinite number of results, all .true. 
. -, 
. . 
5. The point .whe;e the several remainders all become equal· and 
from an increasing to a decreasing ratio ,can ~e found. . 
6. The divjsor can be determined that wIll produce these equal remam· 
ders. · , 
7. An example can be formed having the divisor, limited between any 
two numbers we please, pr~vided their difference is not too great. . 
. These results can all be determined by direct rults or formulas, and form 
only 'a part of the interesting features of the problem. 
The limits betwun, which the divisors must be taken in th'e preceding ex-
ample are 61 and 7,} 'taking cost and price both positive; or 6i and 6i cost 
and price, one positive, :he other negative. 
The jI1'issionarj Herald for December says that eight hun-
dred dollars has been called' for to aid in the establishment of 
high schools in eight cities and large towns in. Eastern Turkey. 
The tea,chers will be supplied by graduates from Armenia College 
'or like institutions. In Asia Minor sixteen girls' schools are 
asked for in as many different places, for next year. Only six 
ale at present sustained. This looks like progress. The outlook 
is very encouraging not only to missionary effort, but to the 
friends of education el'erywhere. Favorable reports are given 
of other colleges and schools in India !1nd Japan. 
They may sell 7 for a dime, and remainders at 3 d,mes apiece, each receiv-
ing $1.00. Or they may sell 6l for 8 cents, and remainders at 60 cents apiece, 
each receiving $2.00. Or the boys may pay their customers 16 cents for tak· 
ing each 6* oranges, and then chargelhem 60 centS apiece for.theremainders, 
each boy receiving $2 00. . 
We are aware that it may be considered "absurd" for a dealer to give away 
~n article, and a bonus in eash for receiving it in order to make ~ profit in 
the transaction 'by by putting a large' percentage on articles actually ,old to 
the customer. But this is "one of the tricks of the trade." 
_ The "qu~er problem" is as follows: 
"Three market women have respectively 20, 29, and 35 oranges; they all 
sell at the same rates and each receives the same amount of money; at what 
rates do they sell and what sum does each receive ?" 
This problem is susceptible of :m unlimited number of solutions which may 
be determined by developing the principles above, enumerated. It was 
formed by" formula deduced from the 7th proposition, the limits of the di-
visor'being purposely made small in orde~ ihat a little mathematical skill migbt 
be exercised in its solution. D. H. DAVISON. 
MINONK, Ill. 
OTHER EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
The Teac/ler is published by Eldredge & Brother, Philadelphia, 
and, like all their other publications, is a specimen of the very 
best of work, . particularly in the quality and style of printing. 
It is nofwhat is popularly termed "practical," though edited 
with superior skill and judgment. We hav'e clipped nearly the 
whole of the last issue for the columns of the WEEKLY. The 
next numbe.r hegins.its second year. Fifty cents. 
'Ike Pra~ticat Teac.,her, Chicago, $1.00 p.er year, is one of the 
best journals 'of its class. Each number contains one illustrated 
article. A disproportionate amount o'r sp:lce (one quarter of the 
whole) is given in the December issue to a fulsome sketch of the 
Lake View (Ill.) high school and its principal. Its contributed' 
articles are all <Cfor the Practical Teacher," though unfortunately 
many of them find their way to ~he public before the tardy 
monthly appears. 
TIlt Pennsylvania Sclwol Journal contends with the Ohio Ed-
ucatiOj~al Monthly for the distinction of being the oldest living 
edu!=ational journal in the country. It is in its 28th volume. It 
is probably the largest-that, is,contains most reading~of the ed-
ucational journals. Its editor, Hon. J. P . Wickersham, is a man 
of world wide reputa'ion.. The matter contained in this journal 
in the course of a year furnishes a teacher with a pretty full ' ex-
pres;ion of educational se .ltime 11 throug \Ult the country. This 
also leaves out most of the so·called "practical." Lancaster, ' 
Pa., $1.60 in·advance. 
The West Virginia Jour/lal'of Education persists in giving the 
t,eacher; ,of that' little state a first class bill of fa:r~ every week for 
gnly $1.50 per year. The enterprise of the editor is commen-
·dable. He is a . scholar (Pre;ident of West Va. Univers,ity), 
and appreciates good reading. His selected articles are always 
timely al}d valuable. 'May he be made happy by a thousau'd new 
subscriptions every month. " 
,: The Normal Teacher for Decembercan not be d.iscounted. It 
is above par. 'reachers of country schools will find it just what 
they.want. Published by J .. E. Sherrill, Danville; Ind. , 
, '~
Miss Parloa began her third year's work at Lasell Semina-
ry, Auburndale, with a talk (Dec. 3) , on Food and Health, how 
to market, etc., and gave the first Object-Lesson Dec. 6. The 
program was practical, enough-"stuffcd leg of mutton, boiled 
rice, mashed potatoes, various preparations of cold potatoes." 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
At the last meeting of the board Mrs. Laura D. Ayres was elected principal 
of tbe new Armour street school. This is an excellent and ' well· merited 
cboice. In her cbange of base Mr,. Ayres has the good wishes of a ho.t of 
friends, and not least among them her old suzerain. 
Acting on tbe advice of the WEEKLY, the special committee of tbe board 
recommended a thorough recon'struction of the office force, the new officers 'to • 
be as follows : I. B'usiness Manager ; 2. Assistant Business Manager; 3. 
Book.keeper; 4. Attorney; 5. Clerk. If the board are wise they will in due 
time elect the following named persons respectively to thuse po.sitions: I. C. 
C. Chase; '2. D. Doty; 3. M. B. HiCKS ; 4. Col. Ricaby ; 5. S. Johnston. 
Balancing the books for the year, this department of the WEEKLY has ac-
complished the foIlowing ends: I . The revision of the course of study and the ' 
introduction into actual-use of the practical and se';sible course prepared by 
the committee of principlls ; 2. The ,ridiculing out of existence of the system 
of records in vogue last year; 3. Preventing the application at the high school , - , 
examination of the unreasonably high minimum average advocated by the 
Superintendent; 4. Keeping the Superintendent, naturally an autocrat, with 
in the bounds of 1:lIoderation in his (reatment of teachers. Many think ~r. 
. Doty a mild and persecuted man and denounce hi, tormentor as merciless and 
malicious; but without ihe rod of correction that has been he" d over his head, 
how woul4 it be with you all these ti 'es ? eh, girls? 
'Acting on tp.e advice of the WEEKLY Miss McAfferty, who was thrown 
down stairs by pupils of the Hayes school in pursuance of an order of the Suo 
perintendent to have children moved down stairs expeditiously, has taken the 
first respectful .step towards recovering damages, by petitioning the board' to 
make good her loss of wages, etc. Granting her request will be a dangerous 
precedent, yet the board cannot afford to let the matter get into court, as the 
resulting exposure of the 'weakness of the present administration would be hu-
miliating. The fair thing for tbe salary committee, to whom the mattir w,;s-
referred , to do is to assess the damage equally on Mr. Dotyand Mr. Merri-
man and deduct it from their salaries. This will avoid a bad precedent and 
prevent Miss McAfferty from suffering pain and hunger on account of the 
insane folly 'of her two immediate superiors. 
At the last meeting of the board of education the follo~ing estima.tes were ' 
pres~nted for the year 1880 : 
For supervision and business. • • . . . . . . $ 
Special teachers : • . . . . . . . . • . . 
High schools . . . . • • . . • • • . . . 
Principals of grammar and primary schools . 
Assistants in grammar and primary schools. • • • • , ~o,ooo 
Principals and assistants in new buildings to be opened during the 
year . 
Total. 
The most curious circumstance in the above is that the item "sup-ervision , 
and business" does not read $440,000 and that of "assistants in grimm..r and , .. ,' 
primary schools," $15,15°. Nothing is said in the schedule of he Superin. ' 
tendent of German or the teachers of that branch; but' like brine in a ~rK. " , 
barrel, provi>ion for I hem is. pro~a~lr stowed away in tlie other items, to be 
drawn away fro!D them in due process of time. 
Th'e Inductz've Serzes · of A rzihmetics. 
By Wm. J. Milne, A. M. , Principal State Normal School, Geneseo, New York. 
This series embraces a practical course in Arithmetic in two books. 
,written Arithmetic in a practical method of instruction. 
They are on the inductive plan, and unite, oral-and 
-.._ _ 4 
Ridpath's Histories of the United States. 
Embrace the following points of superiority: Accuracy and Brilliancy of the narrative-·Clearness and elegance of style-Unity of 
Narrative-Objective Presentation-Illustrations of special excellence-Superior mechanical execution and low price, 
Forbriger's Patent Drawing Tablets. 
A complete course in seven books. The Tablet form, presenting a solid surface-their size and compactness-their practical 
ch acter-their novel construction-careful gradation of exercises-abundance of material, and low price, place them in advance 
of all other drawing books. 
* * * Specimen pages and terms mailed to any address. 
JONES BROTHERS & 002v.1:FANY, 
CINCINNATI, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO. 
,----------------------~- ------------ ------------
THE 
'C H E A P COP YIN G TAB LET I 
A. New and, Wondl}rful Invention! 
. We bav~ succeeded after a long series of experiments tn producing a COPYING TABLET which gives us ent ire salis· ~acflon, and which we are daily using in our business. it t. 
CHEAP, DlJ.RABLE, AND EASILY WORKED. 
From lJO to 100 excellent copies can be taken from the first transfer' and by using a second and third transfer the Dum-
berol cop,ies can be carried to lliO and 200!' , 
This COPY'!KG TABLET is invaluable to S .;hool Superintendents, Teachers, Lawyers, Bankers, Architects, Merchants, 
MusIc Teacliers, and otbers. -
The Apparatus consists only oCthe CoPYING TABLET. a bottle ofTRANSBER. INK, and a SrONO B. 
Wlt4 it, bY,simply reading the diTe~tions for using. one can easily and quickJyprint fae-similes of pen-aDd-ink sket:bes, 
Maps. Dra~lDgs , ~~. Letters" Bill Heads. Circulars, Music, Programs. EX3.mination Queitions~ or other matter 
wrUteD or pnnted wllh a pen. . 
1st Size, for Letter Paper, 2nd 4f U Note u _ _ _ 8S.50 2.50 
Other sizeR m.ade to order. 
If ~Ilt by prepaid express, add 2S cents to above priccs. The money must in all calcs accompaoy the order I Statc the 
name of your nearest express office, a~d tbe namc of the express company. Full directions accompany th·c Tablet. 
s. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Oh.1.oagc;>. ' 
New Editions of Shakespeare's 
HAMLET . 1 KING' LEAR, 
RICHARD SECOND, JULIPS CJE8AR'v 
MACBETH MERCHANT OF ENICE, 
, . ' And T MPEST, 
Containing a Critical J\,nalYiis of thc Play and its Cliarac· 
~ ten Expurgated Text and copious Notes. By Pro(~50r 
' H . N. Hudson, of thc School of Oratory, Boston Umver-
~:a~dsnn on Sh~espearc is an autho~ity!.jUst as Aa-assi; 
Is an authority!n zoology."~E. P. Whipj e, . _ . , 
"Gervinus, of Heidelbere. Do'!"den. of l>}lhhn, ~udson,. of 
Bolton are tbe. swdcnt"s best gUides that we have In Enghsh 
.peech:"-F. y. Furnivall, 
"Mr. Hudson's volumes dcserve to ,fi.nd a pla~e in every 
UDrary devoted to Shakespeare, to editions of h!~ works. to 
his bjography, and to the works of commentators. -L01Cdo1f. 
A~;i.~py sent, postpaid,Ior SO cents, 
, GINN & HEATH, Publishers 
Boston, New Yor~, and Chlcaao. 
,EMPLOYM~NT FOR ALL. 
Send for Citculars explaining our 
New System of , Oanvassing. 
Agents have wonderful success. 100 8ubscrlbers to 
1,000 inhabitants. ~ Our publications standard. • 
Addr... , , ' 
The Henry Bill PubUshing Co, .- . 
,. Z . R . ROBBINS, Jr., M::t.nager, Peoria, ~l. 
; 
In ordering goods, or fn making inq,uiry 
concerning anything advertiut/ in this paper" 
you will,oblifle the publislurs, as.weil as the 
advertiser, by stating thaI you saw the qd-
ve-rtisement in 'l7ze Educational Week(y, 
I - , 
THE EDUCATIONAL 
Purchasing Agency. 
ANYTHING YOU WANT IN THB LINK OF 
Books. Stationery. Periodicals (Am~rican or 
Foreign ). Maps. Globes. Teachers Reg-
isters. Blackboards, SchofJl F~r-
niture or Apparatus) Pens, 
IlIk. Penr;ils. Cards. 
Record Books. 
Crayons. 
Erasers. Ref-
erence Books, School 
Record Books, School Dist. 
Records. Reward Cards. Mottoes. 
Blanks Slates, Liquid Slating. Charts, 
Minerals. ·Cabinets. Dictionaries. Envelopes. 
BOOK-BINDING, 
I PRINTING, -ELECTROTYPING, ETC., 
In short, anything needed by schools, boards of educat}on. 
teachers, superintenden~, pUPils, or p~reDts, can be obtamed 
promptly 2nd s8ti s(actorlly through tlH ~ agency ., 
Prices and descriptive circulars furmshed on apphcatloll , 
Perfect Sati8fact-ioft Guaranteed. 
AU inquiries promptly answered when stamp is ehcloseo 
witn letter of iuqu1ry. 
S. R. WINCHELL. Manager. 
Ashland Block, Chicago. , 
G~ssamer Water Proof Oloaks· 
'3 On receipL of Three Dollars we wilt send by mail to 
any addr~ in the United Stat~ one of our Vulcanized 
Gossamer Water· Proof Cloaks,' charges paid. Every 
Cloak 'Varranted. In ordering gi,e length and bust 
measure. '. ' .. 
LAUGHTON & CO .• 1If .. , 
"187 \V~sbirigton St., Chicago, 
Don't buy a sewing machine until you have tried 
the Light-Running 
NEW HOME' 
It W1U cost you nothing to try it. Send us your dddr~, and we will mail you our ptioes and circulars 
escnbmc our S!lan 9f send inc machines (or, trial: 
We want<ac:~'ve a~nta an all unoccupied territOI)'. 
Add,.... JOHNSON, CLARK ... CO. ' 
248 State St., Cbicaio, db, 
pictures that 
thetr network or nerves 
malion extendlo2 to the 
EFFECTS OF CATARRH 11 ~ I E SYSTEM, 
Catarrh, in ordinary circumt! tancc@, wb e th£'f brought. OD by cli -
matte or accidental cHuses .. Is not by any mean s dlftlcul t to CUr~ in 
~r8a~~~~ ~::8~bt~'t ~~~v~~er~nPb~fd.r tBe:~ ine~!8t:8 C\~b~':ee~h;~~~~o;i ~::, 
either from hereditary predisposition or direct Irregularity, a talDted 
d iathesis, Catarrh appeflrs In ita worst form ftod fl8 tlOmePi a phase ot 
tb o most dangerous chartlc\cr, requiring t..bo most carclll} BDd !leieo-
t: ern;! 8~tltt:en;~~J;iO~ ~,trb:N ~~~bl~~~:::~d~6t~8 t~~t E~b~~idd ~gDt:8~ 
~~~~~b~D~o~~lhfn ~se a~OeS;g_:b:N.keT~I~~J:~ot~~::l[l~ril~'}D~e~gb~~~~· 
aDd conseqnent failing In of the Nose, Is ODe or the most painful and 
IIDlng ur the Noee lIeB cloBe to the Ethmoid bones with all 
'"" .CI.rcllla.tlOn of blood Is IDcreased to tbree Umes Its normal cODdltloD, Ibe Inftam· 
tnl fetid rh)lfarter, and, in caees, most unIDe •. ra~"e, 
of thitS eftluvtllm in its loathsomeness to others. The m then becomes 
o~~~~::ee ~C~~~:~\~i~~O::~btg~:~~I!:~:~~:~g~::~:~~ib~ea ~~f::t 
chare-e, resulUng in destruction and absorption or the Nasal Bonee. 
COlmlmo,ue Inftammatlou, albuminous deposits become mixed with the dle-
BRONCHITIS, OR INFLAlIlltlATION OF THE BRONCHIAL TUBES. 
THE THROAT 
Thi s dl se. se Is so closely cODllected wltb Cata,.,·" tbat It may be truly described as a branch of tbat dlee.se, only 
modlfierl and 'cbangea by the Dalure and organlzatlo ', of tho parts aa ected, Calm ... " being conllned to tbe interior 
of tbe Nose, wblle Bronckitls .ffecis tb. email pipes eDterln g IDto tbe lungs, knowD as the BroDcbi.1 Tube •. 
'Vhere tbis disease obtains it! worst character. tumors grow up like mushrooms, creating Inflammatory adhesion. 
and dlechar2e of otlooslve matter from tbe throBt, extending tbroU2h the Eostactan Tube to the ear. which become. 
affected. The absorption ot tbe tnberculous matt .. Is very dangerons nDd frequ eDtly resnlts ID Pulmonar~ Con· 
sumpli on and Deat/", . 
TO T~E B..E.A.DEB... . 
CaD yon comprebend ID ils terrible significance that this disease Is more falal 10 mallklDd tban all tbe fevers aDu other allmenta we know oll or the million. ot peopl. 
tbat labor nDder It 1 Many of teD are uncunclons of lis ravages until tbe dlscbarge from tbe nose and tbroat bring It painfully borne to tbem, In the Ineffective elforta to 
cough and expectorat e tbe offeDsive matter, Can anything be more dl.~u Btln~ to the oD-lookerthan this spectacle' Yet nODA are so frequent. Yon will lind It ID every 
.treet·car, ID every pnblle conveyance. This Is ooly the beglDnlDg of the disease. It requlreslDBt.ant scleDtifte Ireatment. From tbe delicate organization ot tbe parto 
alfocted, there Is no time to lose; nothlDg bnt the most decided measnres will arrest the .lIeDt proiress of thl. cruel malnrly. There must be DO neglect. 
eo~~e~p th~e8::n~to~~u:r ~~edll~~~:c~:~l~ n~tm~DO:I~h::f::::::g 
CATARRH;~ AMERICANS IIselr with a ten.clty wblch deftes tho skl\l oFtbe ordlDary pbyslclan. 'l.'bc ,. hawking 11 and spitting for which Americans are sometime. r~~I~'~~~n~!~f:I'l,':.~~';"~~ ~~~ ~fl!~~~e d~~e::~~~,r~td :tC~h~lht~:IN:~~~-
contract ed , and setlle in the head, and pas8 tbcnr.e to the tbroat 
and IUDgs. 
ADVICE THAT SHOULD BE HEEDED.-·DO NOT USE NOSTRUMS. 
Rxv. \\TK • ANDElt80N, Fordbam. New York, writing to a friend in Andover, Mass., 88yS of Cbl1d~' Catarrh Treatment: .~ I would advltsa you 10 write to R ev. T. P . 
CblldB. Trov. Ohio. HI. romedy you can rely on; and,lf you caD be relieved by medlcat.on, hi. remerly will alford you certain relle t. It Is the only reliable treatment 
tor ciltarrh I have known . Do not. uee those nostrums advertised unles8 yourpbyeiclan can recommend them. Tbey eerioRely injure tbe healthy parts. Rev. T . P . CbUde' 
remedy is endorsed by three physicians in his town." . Yours truly. WK. ANDERSON . 
THE ENTIRE FAJlILY OF A JIISSION~"-BY CURI<.:D . ....:..Cbilds' Treatment all it P.'ofesse8 to Be • 
. Rev. Thomas Allen, now residing ID DayloD, Ohio, after twelve yean' .ervlre In India, accepted tbo po.lUon of District Secretary of the American Baptlot 1IIls.lonary 
Union for Ohio aDd West Virginia. Tbe entire fawlly cODtracted catarrb ID Its worst rorm wnlle In ludla. Their wODderful cure Mr. AileD relate. blme.lt, Mr, AileD 
baB a wide repntatlon, and tbe cure ot sncb promlneDt men Is worthy the attenUon of al\ tbe omlcted, 
Rzv. 'rHO" •• ALLEN, District Secretary of the Amerlem Ilaptlst Missionary UDlon , send. u. the tollowlng: 
DB. CHuDs-Dear Bro"tw : TblslBto c~rtlfy [hat r bave used your oatarr/, Sptc'flc and Cold Afr InhaUng Balm In mv fllmlly wltb the moat beneftclal relulta. 'My 100, now 10. 
MatienD Ualverdlty. New York. Wfl8 80 badly atD.lcted with Ctltarr/t 1 teRred for a dOle tlillt he w8alocurable: and, wheo I applied toyCJu ror medlclne my h~ was tllint. ltactedll~~edll' t:a d~~l~t;:~e:tn~~~~l:~:~~ay~~ li~"1!,~~ ~~r;:~IY l~:riein~~ ~~~~tii:~~~~~I:n~ui~~8e ~~dr~f~e:~Ot~~a~ri;rg~~~;b~~[:Vl~~CI~l!;~~::ll ~b:/:~~::"~ Ibe. arliber IDdl~ u .. mh. onalry, 
Truly your brother, TaoK.LS ALUH . 
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA CURED. 
'l'oo mncb stres. can nol be laid upon tbe followlDg testimonial. Dr . F:alrft.ld Is well knowD all over the United States aB a man of blgb Btandlng, learDlng and iraat 
eloqueDceln the pulpit. He Is at prese nt tbe Ohancellor Of Ik. Univer.ity of N euraska , Lincoln, Neb. Prior to the use ot Child, ' Calar rl, SpeCifIC be had entirely lo.t . 
tbe aBe ot bls volce,and was compelled to supend biB dolly lectures. The Ilict that Cklla. ' (Jal , rrh BpI.lftc reatored, so promlDent a man to u.erulDeee and bealtb, .hould 
cODvlDce tbe JUOBt skeptical tbat tbelr cases are not bopele... ' ' 
CAN LECTUUE DAILY.-·ChlldB' Catarrh Treatment tile True Theory. 
we!rr:to;elib~~Ii~~;~:aitl~V:V~tblo~~t:;,ygj'k~~~~}.~~~:lfi~~l~g~tH~~I~:,,;~~:e~~~ ~~r~r~~C~la~:~ C~~;~~e ~r~u~1~tg:t~)~ ~~:~~~~~~! :~ret~~C!~~~IT,?~~::a. My throat i. now 10 
~. . Yours "ery truly. .. E. B, F.LIBPIZLD, D.D., LLD. 
A LEADING 01'1:10 JUDGE CURED.--A Thousoud Thanks COl." Childs' Trea-tD1eut. 
JUDOB .1. COLL&TT. uf Lima. Oblo. writeR : .. Yuu will remember hoW' terribly Catarrh had tICkeD hold upon m e. No w I am cured : head free, Ittr pUlage. aU opeD, and brealiblna 
natural. I exprels to )'ou again what laald In a recent letter . • A thouland thanks to you for 80 flure n remedy "nct I!O very cheall. ' .. 
In twelve years' proctlce 45,000 Catarrb Snfferer. bave applied for 
reli ef, and thousaDd. of teBUmonlals bave been received trom all parte 
of the country . Childs Catarrh Tr-eatm ent 
HAS STOOD THE TEST 0 F YEARS. 
=> 
My Experience with Catarrh. 
ElvAtfen lIears ot lerrlbl. beadacbe, dlpgustlng nasal dl.cbar~e., 
dryness of the throat, acute broncbiti8, cougbtog,lorene8s of the Innge, 
ral8ing bloody mncD@, and even n1gbt 8weats, Incapacitating me for 
my llrofeselonal dutIes , and b rtnglng me to the veree of 1he ~rave-4LL 
were cao @ed by, Rnd the reeulte ot NASA.L CATARRU. After spending bundreds of dollare and obtaloing no relief, I compuunded my CATAnnu SPEOlFIC AND COLD Am hr(. 
'BALINa BALM and wrought upon my"elf a 1lJondel/ul curt . Now I can breathe freely tu any atmosphere. At t.he can8~ornllmerou~ friende, 1 have ~1ven my cure to the pUl).. 
ltc, and have now tbOQFannF ot parlenls in all parte of the country and tbere are thousands of har.py men and women whose sutreriui8 1 h Rve relieved. My cure 18 certain 
thorough and ptr:/ec1, and i", pudor,.ed hy EVBRY PHYSICUN wbo'ha8 eXllmined It. If I can rei eve my fel1ow~belng8 88 I have been rolievcd of tble loathsome dhusaae' 
wblch makes tbe po • • es,or ~t ooce dlsguStlDg 10 himself and otbers, I sball be .. Uslled, and reel that I bave done my little toward removlDg the ilia otmanklnd . ' 
T. P. CUILDS. 
A LADY IN MASSACH1JSETTS C1JBED. 
huv:~jd Tmrit ~~L~~;~t~ tt~~Di~ ~:ft:~~:it~1 ~O~ea t~~:~bt~yU~lb ~~O\t O~~~~!~m~~~ ~P~lus:~~u~lrer~alrn~~~~~~, 
with other mediclnell. about the middle at last January, and have uaud It lines Wlfh moat. la(18(ac'Ory rellu lill. 1 have not been 80 
nearly tree trom a coulZh during the past four years as1 am at th lll pruent tlmo. and the reacilia wholly due to t.he.ule of your balm 
WhiCh 1 hear.tUy recommend to that Jarge cl&88 oC Invalids who have consumptive tendencies. 
Very rellpccttul1y your., Maa. J. H. BUI.L.6.B.D, Sprln,flold, AI .... 
WOMEN THE 'MOST GRATEFUL. , 
1 bavesovero,l thousand lettt-r3 trom gratetul women allover the country. Their lIedent&ry bllblta and clOie' conftnement 10. 
~~mh~~r~og~:.~:~:t~~e:~~1a~~~~Pri~btl;~~ct,hlll:'~~8t~·l\t:g~~ ~~e~~~I\~e~ b~'8t~~t~~:~~~~&::~rJttf.~~~~UI-:l'i.~· ar1lel 
MINISTERS, LAWYERS, TEACHERS, 
:~\~:rle ~=~Dl!ra~II~~f':~~t~O~~fy 'ub~:l:d:,~ ~~C~rr::l~~~ ~~~:~:~lIa8rer~~!:!I~~ ~~:~:: 11~Jt!~:hd~t~la'~~3r~~got~ro.:~~ 
at once and obtain mvCATABBR SPlEOl:J'IO: and commence the treatmcntat once. You may I8ve younell yean of saODY. 
HOM'ETREAT'MEN,T 
lie ~~~rlel\~8~~e\:~rig~~:f ' ~!e~~eo1f~~I~~:1~el~~:.ta~~ne~~:6~t~~:f::g~~}Lr:;1I1:~r~~: lr~~~~~p~~~~~~ta~~ ~~af:r:~ 
onke" RPcelalstudy. We Ule tn our treatment tbe beet loetrument.8. nicely adaptod to the aklllful treat mont or tbl. dtaeue, and 
ct. 10 Mlmp;le that the patient can ute tbem wttb P6rrect aHtcty aDd without pain .. 
Childs Treatment lOr Catarrh, or for th"\ d 'IIe8llfta ot the Dronchlal Tubel. can be taken at home. wltb perfect eue and I.fety, 
1Y t~~ c.-~~~!n, ~~ if~n:~y~r~~:~rt:~hel~ b::~:!? ~~~::~ ~!JI~'k~rttlc~~:etle_, 18 now .. .oclated In the bu~ln~ and wm PIV 
epef'tal attention to all dl8e8ll81 or the Upper ,AIr Paugaea and to Al1rectlolllof tbe Earll. aod ",Ill prelCrtbe where oontlUtutlona! 
treatment It ne~ea!lary. Send a tbree-ceot atamp aud obtain the racta and u :peDlI8 of tbh. treatment. Say ),Oll laW th1llD the 
, , KnrO.LTJON.LL W •• JtLY. Addrell . 
. "1". P. OEEZLD& c:b 00., Propr1.e"tors. TROY· OHIO. 
'!. _ 
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TRANSFER 100 Copies fro11t On e Original. .u6r May be used from three to five times before wearing out. 
ONI, l' TEN CEN1'S EA CH, 
Liberal terms to Agenls. TABLETS 
THE HELIOGRAPH. 
PRIC ES.-$J.7S. $2.50, and $3.50. Send for sample prints and circulars. 
HELIOCRAPH &. TABLET CO., 
Metropolitan Block, Chicago. 
"Worth a b~t of ordinary works on Elocution." 
nELL'S Principles of Elocutloll Is the m ost 
prncticnl and complete work extant. Vocal CU1tU1\~ 
expressive delivery, emphasis, gesture, etc., etc., ny" 
clearly and exhaustively treuted. Just the book t OI' 
those studying without nn instructor, 8S 1~ con~Ul8 
selections for practice, carefully marked for mfiectlOll, 
emphasis, etc. 1I1nllell tree on receipt of .1.50. 
J. P. BURBANK, Publisher, Salem. III:aoo. 
Il\Il'ORTANCE OF WEARING JllAGNETON 
IN·SOLES. 
Few are conscious of the very great advantage of wearing 
udder the feel a medium that will not only prevent the ab-
straction 01 electricity by the cold earth, but will, at thes:l!De 
time, generate in the feet those electric curreDtS on whIch 
warmth dcp~nds. 
, JERSEY EXPRJISS OPPICB, 13 Broad Street,} 
5t Hcliers, Jersey, Channel Is~nds, .March 22, ~8Z9: 
D,ar Sir-With pleasure I can testlsy to the uuli').. of 
your Magneton Sole . proved by my own experience or 
many yeaJ:S [ have s~ffere'd every year with cold leet, an.d 
have tried every means to effcct a cure. I purchased a pair 
ofyoUT soles six months ago, and have worn them cons~ntly 
since with the most sa;tislactory result. althou~h the wlDter 
bas,been exceptionally severe, I have not suffe.red at all, and 
attribute it entirely to the usc of your MagnetiC Soles. ; 
w. G. REID · 
Sent free by mail on rece~hl~~~~eil~~e I'harmacy. 
PREMWMS 
FOR SUBSCRIBERS TQ 
THE EDUOATIONAL WEEKLY. 
Comparative Examination Paper, 
Manufactured in two sizes (size A and ~i%e B), the 6~t 
8xlo*. and the second, 8xl31nches '\'elg~tofpaper,20 
lbs. 24 lb. paper can. be f~mished at an aavance of 20 
per cent on the f01l0Wl~" prices. 
PRICESI 
Siu A . Siu li. 
I qUire, 24 sheets ................... .. . . ..... . , .10 ,. :: 
~ ~~~fC:-~~~ :~~e5~~ts;:.~ :::·.·::·:·::::::::~ I.OS 
I ream, 480 sheets . . ..... " . .• . . . .. .... :.55 I·9S 
::I reams 960 sheets, ..• . . ..•. ...••• _.. ·75 3·55 
3 reams; 1,440 sheets, ... ........ . .. ... ~ 3.: ~:~ 
4 reams, 1,920 sheets, .•• .•.. 0 · • •• · · 0 0 •• S· 8.20 
5 reams, 2,<4-00 sheets, . . • . .• • . •.. •. . . . • ° 5 .~S 6 
6 reams, 2,880 sheets,....... .. . . . .... • . i o 5 1~:9~ 
1 reams, 3,360 sheets,. • ..•. • .. •••• .. • .. · .. ··s 11.20 
8 reams, 3,8«.0 sheets, ...... o. ....... . .. .. 8. 5 13.30 I~ =: :;~ :~:::::::. ::.::.::: '::": ::: l~:fs 1:4.30 
If desired, it may be had with. printed beadings, ,,::ith 
blanks for recording the name, subject, ~er cent. etc. Fifty 
cepts per ream extra will secure It all printed. ~ . 
The above prices are our Ic1'WIsllraae rales. No lurther 
discounts are made, as these prices arc &nduated ac~ord~ 
ing to the size of the order. 
Postage (five cents per quire) and express charges must ~ 
pa~~:lth~e J~:~~~i[b your order. . . 
It is especially recommended to City and county supenn 
tendents who Wish to preserve a file of all such papers. The 
"LIBRARY BINDER" 
will be furnished for preserving them in book form for 3S 
cents and 50 ceDts respectively. 
Orders for special ~izes, styles or quality of paper will be 
filled at corresponding rates. Samples will 6e unt "po" TI-
«i;t of !riter stam;. S. R. WINCHELL" CO., 
Chicago, 111. 
Those "o8werioK' an Advertisement wlll confer 
R_ead the off~r in.i.le or Ihis paper, and 11" to II favor upon the Advertiser and the Publl.hers 
work_ at once. N.·w i , yuur chance 10 gel the I by statlog that they saw the iUlvertl.emeot 10 the 
books you want. · Educational Weeltly. 
THE 
CHICAGO WITNESS. 
An undenominational Christian Monthly. 
Price, $1.00 a year, postpaid. 
1 contains the cream of religious literature, the ,sum and 
30uhstance of C'70spel Truth, the brightest gems of Christian 
experience, interesting moral stories, wholesome counsel for 
old and young, a Gospel Temperance Department, beside. 
otherliterary, scientific, and educational malter. 
Great Imfrovmzcnfs Durinl[ fh~ Y~ar. 
BEAUTIFUL ILLllSTRATION 
IN EVERY NUMBER. 
We make the following unparalle:ed dfer ill entire good 
faith : 
\Ve arc so confident of giving sa tisfaction and of retatniog 
those who read our paper for a short time, that we will send 
it to any address on trial six months/or I lIJl" 'y:fiv l cutis. 
Addr... T. ]. LAMONT, 
84 Metropolitan Block. Ch 'cago, rn . 
THE BEST 
HOLIDAY GIFT 
IS A BEAUTIFUL 
A rgentotype 
FOR FRAMING. 
GIVEN AWAY WITH EACH DOZEN CABINET· 
PHOTOS AT 
HESLER & PEABODY'S 
96 STATE STREET. 
TakC"'Elevator. 
Primary Teachers! 
THE BOOK YOU NEED. 
How to Teach E'~lIlentary Arithm~ltc. 
Crube'& ~ethod 
By Prof. Louis Soldu,o, Principal q/ tltt .\ 'orntal School, 
SI . Louis, Mo. 
Many teachers know of u Grube's Method" by the hearing 
o( the ear. They w~1 be thank!ul for the day which first 
gave them a clear understanding orit. Ht:re it IS in full, by 
ODe of the most eminent and succes~(ul teachers I n the coun-
try. Price, in paper covers. 20 cents; in ftexible cloth , 30 
cents, postpaid No free copies for examination. or rates 
for lDtroductlon. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Publishers, 
Chic.g' 
PLAYS T:a-bJeau .• , Dlalogues~ R(C'itationsJ Colored 
• Fire. Wigs, Moustaches, etc. t ·ataJ.~essent 
ree by HAPPY HOURS CO., No. S Beekman St. , N . Y. 
T 
I 
~-· D. APPLETON 
RECENT PUBLI'CA TIONS. 
Requirements for Admission to ' American Colleges. 
BY 
A. F . NIGHTINGALE, M. A. 
This book contains the requirements for admission to forty four of the leading Colleges ; 
the pronunciation preferred; questions for admission, for '78, at four colleges ; scheme of Harvard 
Examinations for Women, etc. It is indispensable for teacher and pupils. Sent postpaid on receipt 
of one dollar. ' 
Gilmore',s Log·i9. By J. H. G}LMORE, A. M., [or High Schools and ~ol.1eges. 16 mo . .cloth 
Price, 7S cents. 
THE CHILD'S BOOK OF LANGUAGE. 
Graded Lessons for the Natural Development of Language. By J. H. STICKNEY, Superinten-
dent Boston Training School; late Head Assistant Boston Normal School. Four Numbers. No. I • 
. STORIES ·IN PICTURES. No.2. STUDIES IN ANIMALS. . NO.3. STUDIES IN PLANTS. NO.4 . . STUDIES IN 
WORDS. To be followed by" LETTERS AND LESSONS IN LANGUAGE," in Two Series of Four Numbers 
each, for Gram.mar Schools. Sample copies, 10 cents each. 
APPLETONS SCHOOL READER& 
By WM. T . HARRIS, LL. D .• Sup't or Schools, St. Louie, Mo. A . J . RICKOFF, A. M., Bup't 01 
Instruction, Cleveland, Ohio. MARK BAILEY, A ., M., Instructor in Elocution, Yale College. 
Published last summer. Adopted in several States, and thousands of towns; ,By teacher~, for 
teachers. Complete in five books. Beautifully illustrated. Save a Speller. Carefully graded. , 
Present a plain, sensible system. Aid the teacher. Interest -the pupil. Develop thought and expres- J .' .-
sion. Contain excellent selections of pieces. Good paper. Durable binding. Cheap, Set for ex- ,:,: J 
amin_a~ion sent prepaid for $1.30. . 
Green's Primary Drawing Cards. FOR SLATE AND. BLACKBOARD EXERCISES. In Tw~ 'r', 
. Parts of 12 Cards and 36 Exercises each. Price, 10 cents each. 
Th~ Model Copy-Books. IN SIX NUMBERS, WITH SLIDING COPIES, contain so manyev.ident-
marks of superiority that they are endorsed and adopted everywhere. Sample number. 10 c~nts. 
" Words, and how to put them together/' This little book should be in the hands 
of 'every boy and girl in our schooJs. It will not rival any book now in use, but is designed to go 
, ~efore all such, and." make their pat~s straight." ~ent for examina,tion, post-paid, for 25 cents. 
Address, D_ APPLETON'" & 00-', · 
New York, Boston, Chicago, S~ Frailci!3CQi. 
·C. E. LANE, Gen'l Northwestern Agent, 
81 WASHINGTON STREET, OHIOAGO. 
'. / 
,-
D AP.PLETON &. 
RECENT PUBLICA TIONS. 
-----.... _ ......... - - ---
CLASSICAL WRITERS. 
MILTON. 
- , Edited by JOHN RICHARD GREEN. By STOPFORD A. BROOKE. 16mo, 168 pages. Cloth. Price,60 cents. 
EURIPIDES. 
By J. P. MAHAFFY, A. M., Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Ancient History in the University of Dublin. 
16mo. Cloth. Price, 60 cents . 
. GEMS OF THOUGHT 
Being a collection of more than a T~ousand Choice Selections of Aphorisms, etc. Compiled by CHARLES ~ORTHKND 
A. M. I vo!., 12mo. Cloth. Price, 75 cents. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
The Old English Period. By Brother AZARIAs, Professor of English Literature in Rock Hill College, Maryland •. 
I vol. , 12mo, 214 pages. Cloth . Pr.ice,$1.25 . 
-HEALTH PRIMERS. 
EDITED EY 
J. LANGDON DOWN, M. D., F. R. c. P'I J . MORTIMER-GRANVILLE, M. D. 
HENRY POWER, M. B., F. R. C. S. JOHNTWEEDY. F. R. C. S. 
I. EXERCISE AND TRAINING. 
II. ALCOHOL.. Its Use and Abuse. 
III. PREMATURE DEATH: Its Promotion or Prevention. 
IV. THE HOUSE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS. 
· V . PERSONAL APPEARANCE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
VI. BATHS AND BATHING. . 
In square 16mo volumes. Cloth. Price, 40 cents. 
A TREATISE ON CHEMISTRY, 
By: '~. E. ROSCOE, F. R '. S., and C. SCHORLEMMER, F. R. S., 
Pro~essors of Chemistry in Owens College, Manchester. 
To be Coxnplete in Three V~luxnes. Fuliy Illustrated. 
, " ,Now Beady. Volume I. THE NON·METALLIC ELEMENTS. 8vo. Cloth. $5 .00. Containing a portrait of DALTON 
engraved by C. H. Jeens. Volume II. Part r. METALS. 8vo. Cloth. $3.00. 
In P.,.eparation. ' Volume II. Part II. METALS. 
A CLASS·BOOK HISTORY OF ENGLAND. 
illustrat~d ,-"ith. numerous Woodcuts and Historical Maps. Compiled for Pupils preparing for the Oxford and Cam-
'6ridge 'Local Examinations, and for the Higher Classes of IDlementary Schools. By the Rev. DAvm MORRIS, Classical Master 
tn'Liverpoom ollege; Fir~t American from fifteenlp English edition . . I vo!., 12l!lo. Cloth . Price, $1.25. . . 
_ THE-ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND ITS EARLY LITERAT U·RK . By J. H. GILMORE, -A. M., Professor of Logic,' 
.Rhet~ric and English, in the University of Rochester. I vo1., J 2mo. CI()th. Price, 60 cents. 
. - . 
Address, D'. APPLETON & CO.~ 
-' New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco. 
C. E. L.I1NE, Gen'l Northwestern Agent, 
61 Wa~hington Btreet; Qhica~o. 
-, 
PU-BLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. NASAL AND BRONCHIAL CATABRH.· 
A STRONG RECORD. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRI~~ON. . e 00 I Rev. T. P. C HILDS, of Troy. Ohio, who!;c advcrtlsemen 
One year <,,0 Nos.), 12·50· If p~fld In advf~nc ,~. S· of his Catarrh T,'eat"""t ,' ppears 10 thi~ issue of the ED-
Six months (20 Nos.), l · SO· If u . 026 , UCATJONAL \VBBKLY, has addlcssed Our Mlb .. cribers and Three months (10 ~<?5 .) ·75· . . 5 I readers before. It is not surprIsing when we con~ider the 
Each Monthly Lillian, SO cents a year 10 advance. facts , that Mr. Childs should be constrained to urge the at-
ADVBRTISING RATBS POR SINGLE INSBRTtOh : I ~~!~Os~~~e~:ruV:; tthist~~~u~:~t~f\h~ t:;:!i~~c:i~ ability to 
Fun Outside Page .• __ .$40.oo I One· half Column (5 In.) '7·50 ~a.ding men of every denomination puhHc:1y stat th"\t 
-Full Inside Page ..••.•••• . 3000 Three Inches •. ____ •••••.. 5·00 Child ~treatme'!t hilS ~ured them or their fam hes of Catarrh 
One-halfloside Pasc _- 1800 Inch Cards ............. _ 1·75 or of fhroat dlffic~hlesl not .obscnre, unk!'own men, hut 
Full Column (10 in.)._. 1<4.00 I Per Lme .... .......... ..... . 15 meD whose reputation IS national, men Widely known for 
Special Notices, <40 cents per line by count. ~~dirp~~li!h~~II~fh~!ru:~~;:g t~:r~~~~~~7m~~:' th~lt~h': 
DISCOUNTS; Conrrecationalist and WaUhma" , of Boston: the 11lu.,-
2 insertions 10 per cent. I 20 insertions <40 per cent. tratla Christian Wultly and the E xa",i,ur and Chr."icl" 
4 .1 20 .... 40" So" or New York: the 70".r."al and Mesuttger and Dai,? Ga · 
10 30 10 31til, ofCincinnali, and many others, ha.ve personally lnves-. 
Aavlrtisenunts r~"";"r 01U ",o"t~. m&~1 are ju6- g~~fd: ist~~t~~~head!st~~ ~l..:ir:a:~sfib:_~h:~iui:r\l; e~;-
lislud i" all tlte u ve" Mont"ly ed,t,ons 'WIthout Ixtra cated physician, but. on the other hand a highly.esteemed 
c~::i'ShOUld be received by Saturday noon, previous to ~~nl~t~heo~l~~: ;;oh~~ .~~~ ~~h:~~~J~i:~~ti:~::u~ ~r:t;~ 
daEa~hi~d~~nisl: page of THE E~UCATl~NAL WBEKLY disease know I a. . Catarrh. as to have enabled him to treat it 
contains three coFumns, each column ten anches, and one fo~t~~~: ~x t~lh~d~~r1t~~i~~c:~~~;"eodw~oa~~~~!o;h:;~i~~~ 
inlSot:t~;~:!~:~nt will be inserted for less than one dollar. expecting lO die, is well known to all his brethren throughout 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in adavnce. the Bla e; a nd h is present robustness of heahh and prospect 
Adc:lras all communications to of long I fe are also well known, and can be ascribed to noth-. 
Ing else I han the treatment devised by himself, a nd now 10 
S R WINCHELL & CO., Publishers, confidently reco nmended to others. If any record ,ould 10-
, . , As,hland Block, Chicaa;o, Ill . ~pire conridcn.;e, sur ly this of Mr. Child's shtmld make 
every sufferer h:r.I that he may 'make a Irlal of this treatmeDt 
Cook Count)' NorDlal School. With every hope of succeu. ' 
Nor is his remedy a novelty. It has now been before the 
Next term begins Monday, Jan . 5, JRSo. For public for twelve years, though it is only three years .ince he 
particulars, address, bei:an to so extensively adverti:..e it, and the result now is 
D. H . WENnvoRTH. Principal, ~~~~tt:~cl~ai~~~~:d~~~lcheei~ t~~~ ~b~lt~id ~~~~~~s~~~ 
Nvrmalville, Cook Co., Ill., Dec. 17, 1879. and comm,ldiou! buildlDlis lD Troy,Ohio,· for the speciOl I 
purpose of affording facilItI es for compounding, ~acking , and 
A Paper for Young People. 
The You! " j Companion, of BI>ston, emp:oys the 
SaDIe writers as the best English and American 
magazines. and no other l?ublication for tbe family 
fumishes so much entertamment and IRstrucllon of 
a superior order for so Iowa price. Its illustrations 
are by the best artists, and it has recently been 
. greatly enlarged. 
----- --
We wish to call special attention to Adams' Sys-
tem of School Records-"Union Series"-adver_ 
lised in this number of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEK. 
LY. Toeyare equal to any Series of Records 01 
which we have any knowledge. 
Teachers and scbool boards should examine 
tbem before purchasing others for their schools. I 
:::~~i~f~~l~:::,~~d~~il ~;~na~~~rro~W:'e~nn~~l~~n:ui~~ti~~~n-
The addition to his firm of Dr. J. H . ljreen, a well known 
r~l;ih~~~ ~~}~ ~~~~iiu~i~~f~~~~~k;, :;:r~~i:gPo-:::~r?Ca~:~h~ 
Dr. Green will add snch treatment as will remove them. ,Ve 
would advise our readers to present this treatment to their 
fri ends with the fuHe !>t a5!>urance of its luccess. 
INVEST ONE CENT 
In a postal card , addren it to H . A . Kenyon, DWight, Illi-
nois, and order our C lUb Lis t of 800 Newspapers and Period-
icats , which we send singly to any address at lowest club 
rate . You Will get much information that we cannot give 
you here. 
EXCLUSIVE TERRITORV GIVEN TO AGENTS . 
SECURE YOUR READING FREE. 
Please iay you saw thili ad. in the Educational Weekly. 
A Braz"n and Nerve Food. Vztalz"zed Phosphates. 
THIS DIFFERS FROM ALL OTHER TONICS BECAUSE I r IS COMPOSED OF THE VITAL OR NERVE. 
GIVING PRINClt'LEB OFTHE OX BRAIN AND WH EAT GERM. 
Physicians have found it so necessary that they alone have prescribed 193,420 packages. It rest · res lost energy in all 
weaknesses of l1l:ind .or body; relieves .debility or nervousness;. gives vitalilY to the insufficient growth of c ildren; 
strengthens the diges tion: cures neuralgia and prevents consumption. It restOre-ii to the brain and nerve" the etc-menu 
that have been carried off by disease or overwork. 
~ For sale by Druggist !!!.. or by mail, 81.00. F. CROSBY, 060 Sixth A\'cnue, Ne,,' York. 
THE NOR~AL 
QUESTION BOOK 
Containing over 3.000 questi0!ls with .answers ' to .the same. arrang~d in a systematic manner. It is a work prepared 
expressly for t~e use of teachers III makn~g preparatiOn for exa!,"-!Datluns, an~ IS. a!sQ adapted to the u e of Common 
Schools, for cia:lly, weeki>:, and monthly reviews. The work contams a!l AppendiX ~lVIQg. modes of teaching the different 
branches. outhnes of subjects, rules and regulations to be observed dunnil exammatlon, hlDts and sUigestions on the prep-
aration of MSS., etc. Don' t try to. pass examination without first givini this book a careful study, as it is / list tn, hook 
t o prepare teacherS/Dr exam,natzon. 
Please read the f :Ilowing opinions of Ihe book: . 
U Book received-Like it first .rate-Just excellent "-Pro/. 7 . K. KiJd, Kieldridre, Mo. . 
uI received the Normal Question Book. I am more than pleased ' 1 did not think: I was abou t 10 gel so much (or aiO 
little. It is the best thing I have seen, and think it just the thine. What terms do ,'ou give agents? I think so well of it I 
am going to get everyone I know to subscribe for it."-Prtif, A j. W{/zlJn, Mamaro1f.lck. N. 1": ' 
"The Normal QUe5tion Book IS the best that I have seen fo r examination o( appli ants for School certifieates and ex-
cellent for review' of studies and classes." -C. F. Sanders, Co""niuioner PulJlic Sc4001s, Sc .,tla"d I 0., MD. 
f · I consider the Nonnal. Question Book a most valuable work, and w.eU wO~lh the money to anyone, whether a teacher 
or not."-7as. R . 7IJIlU, 1 trcult Clerk a"a R lcoraer, BI"to,J.Co .• MISsourI. . 
flI have carefully examined the Normll Question Book and believe it to be an excellent wor'.c fllr teac\ers prep:l . 
for examination. The questions a re thorough, and practical, and the answers pl'lin and comprehensive Every tea~h~ 
-should have a copy.H-F. A . E . Sta1'r, Camargo, Ill. . er 
- "Your Question Book received and carefully examined. lUke it. It wlll .. aid teachers to get out of the rut f 
sided questioning: and be of great ~elp to candidates ~o r certificates; and also for .tbe examiner. The idea of havi~ °the,; 
authonty of each a~wer .appended IS a!?O<i oneb and the first for a bO?k of the kmd. Again the questions are broa~ and ~~brace su;}l1 leading pr,nclples of the Ifferent r.Jnches as are cODlldered the more difficult,"-Prif T. C. Cle"al1fI", 
~~I"UI_an, .. " . 
FEIQE $~_50_ 
. Address S. R. W:INCHELL & CO., 'Chicago, III. 
"'TO 
YOUNG MEN 
Its value can scarcely be estimated," says 
the" Buffalo Chnstia'l An'l'oca/~," of 
GETTING OJ n THE WORLD. 
IlY WILLIAM MATHEWS, LL. D. 
A VAJ"'lTAL GI.FT to any young' Juan . "-Bolio" 
Tra"scrijt. 
THE 44TH THOUSAl'o'D NOW SELLING. 
In one ben.utifnl vohnne. Price 82, po~tpahl. 
''It· Is sound, morally and ulentally. It ,gives no 
onea!.ided view of life; it does not pander to the lower na-
ture, but is high-toned. correctly toned throughout _ _ • 
1'hf re Is an earnestness and even eloquence In th 's volume 
which makes the author appear to ~peak to UI from the liv. 
ing page. It reads like a speech. There is an electrical fire 
about every sentcnce.JJ-Ep;scopal Register PI",1aael;/ua. 
. "Worth a.ny day ten time81ta cotltfC:rthe 'tenth part 
It conlains."-S. S . Timu. Pltiladelf1"ia. 
"This Is oue of the best Rnd llafeJjt works to 
place as a ~ift .in the hands.of a youth who is just entering 
trade, or who I i contemplatmg an early adoption of the ca-
N:~ofy~t.nker or merchlnt."-TIle B4Hke,.'s Mara.,"ne, 
"IOn wha.te,'el' pagc the eye rests ,the mind be-
comes quickened and dign~fied by the rlcluJe88 aocl gran-
deur of his Illustrations. - • • In the chapter on 
I Mercn.ntUe Fa.I~urt's' 'e makes a point in I very line. 
Th05.e ~ho do not Wish to be on the failing side sho Jld I tudy 
well thiS chaptcr."-AHfe,.z'c"," C4riltia" Rndnv. 
BY THE SA ME A UTHOB. 
WORDS; Their Use and Abuse. 
u Incomlla.rablc In lu Rd~lltat1ou to the wantA 
of pen;ons desiring to perfect their style of expression either 
for conversatio?, liter:ary COmp051tlon, or public address . 
Prof. Matthe~s sl )' le IS ludf a model of elegant diction."-
Advance, l'"caro. 
HOUl'S with Men and Books. 
UA St.orehouse of , 'a)uablc Inforulatloll."-LoH-
ftfor"i"l: Post, Eng-/tu,d 
ORATORY AND . ORATORS. 
II Tlli8 cOD(leosed and charming book has itself 
one of the highest qualities of a perfect oration It com ... 
maud.s. att:entlon f'om the beg;nnin~ to the e nd. It is 
e.xceedlllgly IIIstrnCUve and in·erealini". -E. O. Havtll , D. 
D. D ., LL. D., CI,.a"cdlo,. 0/ Sy .. acuse l ;u·'ltrsity. 
TH~~ GREAT C01VERSERS. 
"One will luake the acquaintance of 1nore au-
thorA in the Counoe of a "ingle 0 e of hu; essaya than are 
prob;,bly to be mel with In the same limited .pace anywhere_ 
else tn the whole rralm of our 1it~rature . •• - Clt icnro Tri6""I. 
Sainte Beuve's ftlonday Chats. 
Selec ted and Translated from the French, 
BY WILLIAM MATH ... WS. LL. D. 
~b~~tr~l'w!~a:s~bs~l~':1~~~J,~ts °t~e:~ere!\~t!bfl~: uanne~ 
n~~I:~·s c~~"we: ti~~~, ~n c:ha:~~~~o:~~alh~~~~L ~~~h:!ih!i; 
forming a refreshing volume of most readable essay . ... -Boz-
ton Traveller . 
'HELPFUL. BOOKS.' 
Hit is not often that a man can publi h a seriel of books 
each one worthy of comparison with its predece5sor in freeh .. 
ness , (o"ce. and practieaJ wildom ... Theyare books admi~ 
rably adapted to studen ts of the Chatauqua Literary and Sci-
entific Course , and we say to young people who are accumu-
lating a lib"'1] full of helpful suggestions, ORDER DR. 
MATH":WS SERIES."-Fr.", J. H. VINCENT. D. 
D ., ill tlu Sr~"tla)' Scuol 70~Y1Ial, N ew YDr.k. 
8Ei"" P1'icc 01 Dr. Mathews' Wm'ks, $2 
per tJoluJlltc, postpaid, exctypt Thc Great 
( :QnvC1'se'I'S, $1.'15. . . . 
o~~ ~S.~h~~~us,.~g(~h';,°k"::i~y,!,~J':: ~~ 
sent prepaid. 
Sold by all Bookselle .... or will be sent. prepaid, '. 
on receipt of I)rloe. by the publish" .... 
S. tl. GRIGGS & CO., Chicago. 
The readers of the WEEKLY had already h'ad intimations of 
the changes to be made in the paper with this issue. The en-
large~ent to twenty pages affords room for introducing some 
, new features, and for devoting more space to articles of a high 
literary character, though not strictly educational. There are 
three oth~rweekly educational papers in the United States, con-
"taining four, twelve, and sixteen pages respectively, so that 
whether "the best" or not, the WEEKLY is certainly the cheap . 
est. _It is the purpose of the publishers to place its merits be-
yond dispute. To this end the best talent employed in the' edu-
cational work of the Western states will be represented in its col-
ums. Its contnbuted articles will not be all of a technical or 
purely educational character, but in addition to these there will 
. be critical, literary, philosophical, and scientific articles; as well 
as stories, poems, sketches, biographies, etc., outside of the spec-
ial teachers' department. More attention will be given' to gen-
eral educational and scientific tntelligence-both at home and 
abroad. At the same time renewed efforts will be made to pre-
sent the latest and best thought on methods of teaching and the 
principles of pedagogy. To this department it will be the spe-
cial duty of experienced teachers to contribute. In order to be 
~ccessful the discussions must be spontaneous, earnest, and prac-
tica.\. , .. . ~t the daily experiences ' of the class-room find expres-
sion in the WEEKLY, and its helplulnl!Ss cannot be questioned. 
As an indication of what may be expected, WI:! append a few 
o. names of those engaged to contribute to the WEEKLY during 
,'1880. In addition to these we are proud to say that there are 
, hundTeds of our readers who are not ambitious of fame, who 
, never '~pretend to write for the press," from whom we expect to 
r~ceive much of what will be of most value to the teachea. The live 
teacher always ~as some opinions of his own, and when given for 
the ·beJlefit of hiS fellow-teach.ers their value is duly appreciated. 
Prof. J erqme Allen. .. 
State Normal School, Geneseo, N . Y. 
Mis. Grace C. BIbb, 
Prof. of Pedagogics, MlSS.OUri University. 
Miss Anna C. Brackett, 
New York CilY. 
Prof. H . B. Buckham, 
Prin. Buffalo State Normal School 
MissC1ara Conway, 
_Dr. Goo. F. Magoun, 
Memph~, Tenn. 
P rest. Iowa College. 
Rev. A. D. Mayo, 
'. Springfidd, M ..... 
HOD. B. G. Northrop, 0 
, . ' Sect- COIUL Stale BOard of Education. 
Dr • . Edward Olney, 
. ProC.,Mathematics· University of Michigan. 
HOD. 1. W. Simonds, . . , 
r Supt. of Public Schools, Milford, Mass. 
, llrof. Louis Soldaii, . 
- ~. Bl. Louis Normal School. 
Mn. LOuise Pollock, ~.. .. : 
Prin. ~at. Kindergarten, Washington, D. C. 
,, ·Dr. J. M: Grecory, . 
- Presl. m. Industrial UDiverslty. 
Prof. J; C. GilchriS., . 
-, , PRo" Iowa State Normal8cbool. 
PreS. Boben Allyn, 
Southern Ill. Normal Uruversity,' 
Wm. H. Beach, 
• Prin. of High 8cbool; Beloit, WIS. 
H. H. Belfield, . 
PriD. North Div. High 8cbool, Chiqgo. 
Hiss B. P. ,Bartlett, South .Dartmouth, M ..... 
~P.~f~:.~ HiCh School, Ch,caco. 
O.-C. BiaCkme', . . 
• Dire<:. N .-W. Dept. Spelling Reform Assoc. 
, , Mrs :ri-:~fCc::..;,.mar SChool, Columbus, O. 
• Drp~·t;;~!.School, Louisville, Ky. 
Jo~l·~ih. Ill. State Nor. Unlvers!ly. 
lin. Mary P. Colburn, . 
- . • South Boston, M .... 
P.zOf.·Melvii Dewey, . 0 • 
.. Editor Ubrary Jotfrnal, Boslon. 
-J~ W. ,Do:'~t of Instructlon. Troy,.Ohio. 
~J~ ~iID. ~;',.pe School, Chicaco. 
Pto£ EawiD C. Hewett, - . 
. Proot. 1UiDois Slale Normal Unlven.ry. 
_ II; F. lbnIDiIton, 
Prof·S':;::!,: ::bi~rSchoo15, Winona, MinD. 
Prof. L. F. Parker, . 
Iowa State UniversIty. 
Prof. W. H . PaYDe. 
University of Mich. 
Prp~n~~fS~N~~sSchooll Farmin&ton, Me. 
Henry Sabin. . 
8upt. of· Schools, ChnteD, Iowa. 
El~~r.~;U~h., Kenyon CoIl., Gambier, O. 
A. H . Tuttle, 
Prof. of Nat. His. &. Com. Anal., O. Ag.CoI. 
Prof. W. H . Venab'c, 
Cincinnati, O. 
O. S . Westcot~uPt. of8chools. Bacmc, Wis. 
D r; W. F. Warren, 
~Prcsident BostOD University. 
Mary'Allen West" : 
" . ~ upt. Knox County, Illinois. 
Prof. B. Hi!:~dn. Peoria Normal School. 
. Aaron Gove, . _ 
~ Supt Pub. 8chs., Denver, Col. 
Hon. Wm. T. Harris, . 
Mrs. RebeC~rr.'R~:~:;hs. Bl. Louis, Mo. 
Cleveland, O. 
Berlin H. Wright, 
, . PennYan,N. Y. 
Mn. Kale Breailey Ford, 
. • €levdaDd, Ohio. 
Miss Sarah E. WillSe, 
BostoD, Mass. 
MI .. Sarah C. Ble,ling, . 
• Three Rivers, Mich. 
Prof. W. L. Smith, 
Prof. C. F. f.e,~:fo:pt. Pub. l~t., Mich. 
Stale Nor.Scb., Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Prof L. R. F. Griffin, • 
Lake FO .... l Unlv. m. 
MISI lCatetB. Reed, 
Cedar Falls, ·la. 
J. F. LanninC, -
BUBt. Pub. Schs., New London, O. 
lin. M. E. anon, ., Chi~o. 
C. W. Leffingwell,_D. D... • . 
Prin. St. Mary'S l>Cll. , Knoxv1l1e, Ill. 
Hon. Job Hance-l. Pub. 8ch:, Dayton, O. 
Henry A. Ford. . C1evdand; O. 
Prof. Lewis McLouth, 
State Nor. Sch., Ypsilanti, Mieli. 
S. M. ~eynolds, 
Supt. Pub. Schs., Northfield, Minn. 
Prof. Albert Salisbury. 
State Nor. Sch., 'Vhitew:ilter, Wis / 
Prof. W. H . Norton, 
Prof. J. H . LarrimoTC, 
Cornell College, la. 
Chicago High School, 
Miss S. Williams (Tarpley Starr) 
Benyville, Va. 
Hon . J ohn Eaton, 
U. S. Commissioner of Education. 
Miss Julia E. Ormiston, 
Austin, 1II . 
J.1\[. Greenwood, 
Supt. Pub. Schs., Kansas City, Mo. 
B. B. Snow, 
Supt. Pub. Schs., Auburn, N . Y. 
Prof. J . C. P ickard, 
M. S. Toyama, 
Ill. State University. 
Royal University of J apan . 
Prof. S. Calvin, 
Iowa State University. 
Alfred Kirk. 
. Jackson, Minn. 
D. H . Davison, C. E., 
Minonk, Ill. 
Prof. Edward Johnson. 
Prin. Lynn Private H igh Sch., Mass. 
"Helen Gilbert," , 
Chicago, III. 
Prof. ral'~o~~:",ls, New Bedlord .• M¥I. 
P rin St. Nor. & Train. Sch., Cortland, N .Y. 
George Howland, 
Prin Central High School. Chica&o. 
Hon W . D . Henkle . 
Ed. Oh,o Ed. Monihly, & Sec. Na Ed. A •• 
Dr. E. O. Haven, . 
Chancel lor Syracuse University. 
Prof. W. N. Hailman, 
P, in. Train.Sch .for Kindergartners ,Det.Uich 
MissP. W . Sudlow, 
Prof. of Eng. LIt., Iowa State Uniy. 
Prof. L. S. Thompson, 
. Purdue Univenity. 
Prof. S. E. Warren, 
Author of Mathematical, Architectural, and 
Irdustrial Drawing Books. 
Dt. Alex. Winchell, 
Prof. of GcOl02Y and Zoologv, U niv. of Mich~ 
Prof. N .. H. Winchell, 
State Geolo&ist ofMinnelota~ 
Miss Harriet L . Keeler, 
Supt of P rimary Inst. Cleveland, O. 
A. P . Marble, 
Supt. Instruction, Worcester, Mass_ 
Dr. 1': C. Mendenhall, 
Prof. of Physics in the Royal Univ. of Japan. 
Prof. John Ogden, 
Prest. OhiO Central Normal School. 
Hon. J. L. Pickard. 
President of the Iowa Slate University. 
Dr. Samuel Willard, . 
Chicago High School. 
The report of the Committee of the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion reorganizing the office force is a crowning victory for the 
WEEKLY. It means this: Next year Mr. Doty will be business 
manager: In this position he will be as admirable as hewas mal-
apropos m that .of superin~endent of instr~ction. If he an.d 
his friends are Wise, they will not try to unI~e the two offices ID 
his person. The material and the intellectual departments of the 
schools should be kept entirely distinct. In this position Mr. 
Doty should receive not less than $3,500 a year, and the super-
intendent of instruction should receive at least the same salary. 
Mr. Howland should be elected to that position, with the Nor-
mal school fe-opened and Mr. Delano made its principal. . . 
Against Mr. Doty the WEEKLY can not ~nd a grain of I.ll-will 
in any nook or cranny of its inner conscIOusness. I~ hiS ~~~ 
and important position, one demanding as much execut.lve ablhty 
as is required in the head of a great corporation or ma~u{actur~ 
ing establishment, the WEEKLY will support Mr. DQ,ty
U
as .en~rf~~­
ically as it assailed him in the superintendency. pon IS 
platform 'the WEEKLY will shake hands with Mr. Dotyacross the 
bloodless chasm. Otherwise--
. PREM.IUMS FOR SUBSORIBERS. 
For two or morestlbscribersat$2.00 each, we wills_d 
postpaid any book or books tlte rt;f.ailln'ice 0/ which does 
not ezceed une-third 0' tlte a1nount 0/ m ,oney sent • . 
OJ s •• ". W.rt". 
For two subscribers and $4 .... .................................. $1. 33 
For three subscribers and $6 .................................... 2.00 
For six subscribers and $12 ..................................... , 4· 00 
For nine subscribers and $18 ................................... 6.00 
For twelve subscribers and $24 ....................... ·.. ...... 8. 00 
If the price exceeds the amount due on premiums!send the-
ance in cash. 
Do not .wait to make up your whole list before sending. Send 
the first two names, stating tkat tkey are to be placed to yuur credit 
lor a premium, and add more as you get them. 
No such account will be opened, however, unless two subscrip-
tions (one of which may be your own) are sent with the first or-
·der. After that, single subscriptions may be ordered, always 
stating that they are to be credited on accuunl of frcmium . 
Premiu~. mar. also ~ se~ured for subscriptions to the 
MQnthly Edlt~ons by sendmg eight names and $4.00 with the 
first oider. 
-C. N. Caspar, of Milwaukee, takes a prominent place among the ~dver­
tisers in this number. We trust he will ~eceive answers enough to make h is 
investment a profitable one. We would suggest that his advertisement be 
remove~ fro~ ~e paper and preerved, sho~d the WKI!.K.LY< itself be destroy. -
~d. H1S book list1~ a very full one. ~d will be found of service for a long 
tim~. Mr. 'Caspar '." a ma:u w:hom w~ hav.e f"und honorable and "square" in-bus1n~, and tbere' 1S no nsk 1n sending hun money. , 
